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INTRODUCTION 
ThB pBrfurmancB gf guardrail Bnd treatments has been a subject of concern 
to highway engineers for many years. A concentrated effort was begun in the mid 
1960's to evaluate guardrail design and recommend warrants for guardrail usage. 
The first guardrail installations used a blunt end treatment. The blunt end 
treatment resulted in some severe impacts involving spearing of the vehicle. To 
eliminate the spearing problem, the end of the guardrail was twisted and 
anchored to the ground. The problem with this design was that it tended to serve 
as a ramp such that a number of vehicles rolled over as a result of hitting the 
turned-down treatment. An analysis of guardrail accidents in Kentucky completed 
in 1976 verified the problems associated with both the blunt and turned-down end 
treatments (1). 
As a result of research conducted by the National Cooperative Highway 
Research Program (NCHRP), the "breakaway-cable-terminal" (BCT) design was 
determined to be an effective terminal for W-beam guardrail systems and 
appeared to be a significant improvement over either the turned-down or blunt­
nose terminal (2). The BCT end treatment consists of a rail placed in a 37.5-foot 
parabola with the end post offset four feet from the back of the rail for the 
straight section. The first two posts are of a breakaway design. An update on 
development of the BCT was reported by NCHRP in May 1978 (3). Modifications 
were made and the BCT was judged to perform satisfactorily for most vehicle 
impact conditions. 
A nationwide survey of guardrail end treatment usage was completed by the 
Kentucky Transportation Research Program in 1983 (4). Generally, the preferred 
method used to end roadside steel-beam guardrail was to bury the end in a cut 
slope. However, roadside geometries prevent this in most instances. Also, several 
design considerations must be met before the guardrail should be anchored in the 
backslope. These include maintaining the barrier height, having a proper flare 
rate, having the approach terrain essentially flat, and development of adequate 
tensile strength in the rail element. When the end cannot be buried, either a BCT 
or turned-down end treatment was generally used with the BCT used most often. 
Guidelines for guardrail end treatment usage were made. The recommendation 
made for guardrail end treatments in Kentucky was that, whenever possible, the 
approach end of roadside steel-beam guardrail should be buried in a cut slope or 
anchored into a rock cut. When those end treatments cannot be used, either the 
BCT or a modified turned-down treatment was recommended. The BCT end 
treatment should be used only when a four-foot flare can be obtained with a 10:1 
slope in advance and a sufficient recovery area, not exceeding a 3:1 slope, behind. 
The first nonbreakaway post should be placed at least 50 feet from the beginning 
of the point of need. 
A modified turned-down design was developed and recommended when 
conditions for installation of a BCT could not be met (4). This turned-down design 
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consists of a total end-treatment length of 50 feet. The rail is twisted 90 degrees 
and anchored over the last 25 feet with no posts in that section of rail. The first 
two posts are breakaway with post spacings of 12.5 feet followed by posts at the 
regular 6.25-foot spacing. This weakened turned-down end treatment was 
designed to eliminate the rollover problem. This design was included in 
Kentucky's Standard Drawings as the Type 7 end treatment. 
Kentucky was one of the first states to install BCTs, beginning in 197 4. 
Summaries of the numbers of various end treatments evaluated in this study that 
have been installed are given in Table 1. Unit prices are also given. Through 1990, 
the total number of BCT installations included in the Kentucky Department of 
Highway's summaries of unit bid prices was 5,706. The weighted average cost for 
each BCT installation was $499. 
Kentucky's version of the median BCT (MBCT) has not been installed in 
Kentucky as extensively as the BCT. There have been 848 installations at a unit 
cost of $612. Kentucky's design for its MBCT utilizes two BCT's joined together at 
the end section. There appears to be little uniformity nationwide in the types of 
designs used for MBCT types of end treatments. 
With the first installations in 1985, there have been 3, 781 installations of 
the modified turned-down (Type 7) end treatment at a unit cost of $449. It should 
be noted that there have been substantially more installations of the Type 7 end 
treatment than the BCT in recent years. The Type 7 end treatment has typically 
been installed on maintenance and other minor reconstruction projects. 
Two prior studies have reported on the analyses of accidents involving the 
BCT and MBCT end treatments in Kentucky (5,6). The most recent report 
included analyses of 110 accidents involving a BCT and 36 accidents involving a 
MBCT. The performance of the BCT was satisfactory and the recommendation was 
made that the BCT should be used where geometries permit. Where those 
geometries are not present, the Type 7 turned-down end treatment was 
recommended. Results suggested that the MBCT design should be modified or 
eliminated due to its stiffness and problems associated with impacts at shallow 
angles. 
Alternatives to the use of the MBCT have been installed on an experimental 
basis. These include the Crash Cushion Attenuating Terminal (CAT) 
manufactured by Syro Steel Company and the Breakmaster System manufactured 
by Energy Absorption Systems. The CAT end treatment has two versions. One 
version was originally designated as the Type 8 end treatment and was later 
changed to a Crash Cushion Type IX-A and is used at the ends of steel beam 
double-faced guardrails. The second version has been designated as the Crash 
Cushion Type IX and is used at the ends of a rigid barrier such as a concrete 
barrier median wall. Both versions are based on the principle of absorbing the 
energy of the crash vehicle by shredding the metal between slots in the rail 
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element as they telescope. The first six posts are breakaway. There have been 153 
of the CAT systems installed. The average unit price has been $4,626 for the Type 
8 end treatment and $5,925 for the Crash Cushion Type IX. The Breakmaster 
System has a design which consists of a framework of W-beam steel guardrail 
panels which move rearward during head-on impacts and redirects vehicles in side 
angle impacts. There have been 20 installations of the Breakmaster System at a 
unit price of $14,000. It appears that this price for the Breakmaster should be 
substantially less when used on a larger scale. 
The objective of this study was to report the results of the continued 
monitoring of the performance of guardrail end treatments in traffic accidents. 
This report includes an increased sample of accidents involving a BCT or MBCT 
as reported in previous reports (5,6). Also, accidents involving the turned-down 
(Type 7), CAT, and Breakmaster end treatments are included. 
DATA COLLECTION 
The data consisted of obtaining information concerning the performance of 
guardrail end treatments in traffic accidents. The data used in the previous report 
were used as a base (6). Data for a total of 110 BCT and 36 MBCT accidents were 
included in that report with the primary data collection period of 1980 through 
1987. 
Additional data were obtained on accidents involving guardrail end 
treatments for the time period of 1988 through 1990. The data were obtained 
through contact with highway department personnel and observations made on 
various trips throughout the state. A list of known locations where an accident 
involving a guardrail end treatment had occurred was sent to each highway 
district. Highway district personnel were asked to check this list and add any 
other accident locations. 
Visual inspection of the guardrail damage resulting from an impact was 
made when possible. In many instances, the inspection was made after the 
guardrail was repaired. This was done to determine the type of flare for the BCT. 
In some cases, photographs showing the damage were obtained from highway 
department personel or from police photographs. 
An effort was made to obtain an accident report for each location where an 
impact had occurred. In many instances, no accident report could be located which 
could definitely be associated with the end treatment impact. Factors causing 
problems in identification of these accidents included the lack of an accident 
diagram or description of the accident and the location of the accidents. If no 
diagram or detailed description was given on the accident report, it was impossible 
to determine if the accident involved a collision with a guardrail end treatment. 
In many cases, the method of locating the accident was not accurate enough to 
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determine if the accident was at the location of the end treatment. Evidence also 
indicated that an accident report was probably not filed in several of the accidents. 
Where possible, photographs were taken to document damage to the end 
treatment. Repair forms were also obtained when available. The information for 
each accident was summarized with an evaluation of the performance of the 
guardrail given if sufficient information was available. The types of information 
obtained, where available, for each accident is given in Table 2. 
End-treatment performance, when it could be determined, was defined as 
either proper or improper. Impact severity (which involves guardrail damage, 
vehicle damage, and injury severity) was not used as the criteria for assessing 
performances. Information concerning damage to the guardrail and vehicle, 
injuries, and a subjective opinion concerning the impact severity is given. It is 
possible that the end-treatment could perform properly with severe injuries 
occurring as a result of other factors such as vehicle size and lack of safety belt 
usage. Vehicle and guardrail damage may be more related to type and size of 
vehicle than end-treatment performance. Proper or improper performance was 
judged for each type of end treatment based on whether the end treatment 
performed as designed. An accident report was not essential to judge performance 
if other sufficient information was available. This information could include an 
inspection of the damaged end treatment or discussions with the personnel who 
repaired the end treatment. In addition to end-treatment performance, 
information concerning vehicle size, impact severity, impact angle, guardrail 
placement, end-treatment configuration (for the BCT), vehicle action after impact, 
and end-treatment damage were analyzed. Subjective judgment was used to 
determine many of those variables. 
RESULTS 
Data for a total of 349 accidents involving various types of guardrail end 
treatments were identified. This included 232 accidents involving a BCT, 66 
accidents involving a MBCT, 37 accidents involving the Type 7 turned-down end 
treatment, 12 accidents involving the CAT, and 2 accidents involving the 
Breakmaster. The earliest accident date was in 1976 with data collected through 
the first part of 1991. A summary of accidents by type of end treatment and 
highway district is given in Table 3. 
As previously noted, sources of information included accident reports, 
photographs, and repair forms. An accident report was obtained for 183 of the 34 7 
accidents .  A repair form was obtained for 96 accidents. Photographs showing 
damage to the guardrail were either taken during the inspection or located from 
other sources in 89 accidents. Lists of the accidents by highway district are given 
in Appendix A and in order by the referenced accident number in Appendix B. 
Following is a discussion of results from analyses of accidents involving the 
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various types of end treatments. 
BCT END-TREATMENT ACCIDENTS 
Data for BCT end treatments for each accident were determined and are 
summarized in Table 4. Proper performance resulted when the end treatment 
performed as intended, with the wooden posts breaking away or the guardrail 
redirecting the vehicle. The most consistent criteria to rate the performance of the 
BCT were selected to be an interpretation of whether the posts broke away as 
designed without causing the vehicle to overturn, and/or proper redirection of the 
vehicle after impact with the guardrail. Performance was rated for 158 of the 232 
BCT accidents. 
Because many of the BCT end treatments were not installed with an offset 
of four feet and a parabolic flare over a distance of 37.5 feet, additional analysis 
was performed to document the configuration of the BCT as it was installed. End­
treatment configuration was categorized as one of the following: 
1. Simple Curve - a 4.5-degree simple curve is used to extend the 
standard section of guardrail to the terminal section. The last 125 
feet of guardrail are installed on this 4.5-degree curve to obtain an 
offset of six feet at the end; 
2. Parabolic Flare - the terminal section is offset four feet with a 
parabolic flare over the last 37.5 feet (type that was tested, evaluated, 
and recommended as part of NCHRP studies); 
3. Straight - the terminal section is placed at the end of a standard 
section of guardrail with very little or no offset. 
Performance was related to the BCT end treatment configuration (Table 5). 
As previously noted, when adequate information was available, performance was 
classified as either proper or improper. Considering all accidents, 76 percent of the 
accidents resulted in proper performance. Performance was slightly higher when 
the BCT was installed with a parabolic flare (80 percent) compared to when the 
BCT was installed with a simple curve (71 percent). Proper performance was 
lowest for the few accidents where there was no taper (60 percent). 
Impact severity was related to BCT end treatment performance (Table 6). 
The impact severity was classified as either severe or non-severe. A severe impact 
was classified as an impact sufficient to cause heavy or extensive damage to the 
guardrail, severe damage to the vehicle, and/or injury severity of fatal or 
incapacitating injury. A non-severe impact would be related to slight or moderate 
damage to the guardrail, minor or moderate damage to the vehicle, and/or slight 
or no injury. Considering only accidents in which impact severity was classified, 
the majority were severe impacts (75 percent). As would be expected, proper 
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performance was higher for non-severe impacts compared to severe impacts. 
Performance was judged to be proper in 70 percent of the severe impacts 
compared to 95 percent. of the non-severe impacts. 
The relationship between the impact angle to BCT end treatment 
performance was investigated (Table 7). The impact angle was classified as either 
shallow (0 to 15 degrees), moderate (16 to 45 degrees, or sharp (over 45 degrees). 
Of those accidents for which the impact angle was estimated, slightly over one 
half were classified as a shallow angle with less than 10 percent of the impacts at 
a sharp angle. Performance was higher for accidents involving a moderate to 
sharp impact angle compared to a shallow impact angle. The importance of 
installing the BCT with a parabolic flare is shown. Considering only a shallow 
impact angle, performance was judged to be proper in 71 percent of the accidents 
where the BCT was installed with a parabolic flare compared to 52 percent proper 
performance when the BCT was installed using a simple curve. 
The extent of the damage to the end treatment was related to end 
treatment performance (Table 8). End treatment damage was termed as either 
slight (slight deflection of the rail with no posts broken), moderate (first 
breakaway post broken), heavy (two breakaway posts broken), and extensive 
(damage past the two breakaway posts). Of those accidents for which the end 
treatment damage was classified, slightly over one half were noted as having 
either heavy or extensive damage. The most common damage was classified as 
moderate (37 percent), followed by extensive (28 percent), heavy (27 percent), and 
slight (8 percent). The percentage of impacts with proper performance was slightly 
higher when the damage was slight or moderate compared to when the damage 
was heavy or extensive. 
The size of the vehicle that hit the end treatment was related to the end 
treatment performance (Table 9). The categories of vehicle size were large 
automobile, small automobile, single-unit truck, and combination truck. Proper 
performance was slightly less than one half when the vehicle hitting the BCT was 
classified as a small automobile. None of the other vehicle categories had a proper 
performance percentage less than 70 percent. 
The numbers of accidents involving a fatality, injury, or only property 
damage were summarized by the end treatment configuration (Table 10). There 
have been nine fatal accidents involving a BCT with six of these accidents 
involving a simple curve configuration. 
Repair costs were obtained where available. The average repair cost for 30 
impacts was $783. Most of the repairs are performed by contract. The unit cost for 
a BCT as given in contracts reviewed in various highway districts has ranged from 
$410 to $480. As shown by the average repair cost, the repair has involved more 
than replacing the BCT. 
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"KENTUCKY MBCT" END-TREATMENT ACCIDENTS 
A summary of data obtained for accidents involving MBCT end treatments 
is presented in Table 11. Performance was determined for 33 of the 66 accidents 
involving an MBCT end treatment. Accident reports could not be located for 
several of these accidents. Proper performance was related to an interpretation of 
whether the posts broke away as designed without causing the vehicle to overturn 
or causing any spearing of the vehicle and/or proper redirection of the vehicle. For 
the 33 accidents in which a determination could be made, performance was judged 
to be proper in 64 percent of the accidents. There were several impacts classified 
as non severe (44 percent). When only severe impacts were considered, the 
percentage of proper performance was only 39 percent. Most of the accidents 
involving improper performance involved a vehicle rollover. There were two fatal 
accidents involving spearing of a vehicle and one fatal accident involving a 
rollover. 
This end treatment was placed either in the median or in a gore area. The 
two fatal accidents involving spearing occurred in a gore area and showed the 
problem with severe, shallow impact accidents. Several accidents involved a 
vehicle losing control on an overpass and sliding into the end treatment from the 
back. The guardrail performed properly in these accidents. The problem with this 
end treatment occurred in frontal impacts at a shallow angle. 
The average repair cost for replacing six of these end treatments was $833. 
The unit cost shown in repair contracts has ranged from $540 to $580. 
TURNED-DOWN (TYPE 7) END-TREATMENT ACCIDENTS 
A summary of data obtained for accidents involving turned-down (Type 7) 
end treatments is presented in Table 12. As previously noted, this is a modified 
turned-down end treatment which was weakened in an effort to reduce the 
problem with vaulting which was associated with the original turned-down design. 
Performance was determined for 31 of the 37 accidents involving a turned-down 
end treatment. Proper performance was related to an interpretation of whether 
the end treatment properly redirected the vehicle without causing the vehicle to 
overturn. An accident report was obtained in 20 of the accidents. In several 
accidents, the evidence indicated that the vehicle hit at or near the end of the 
guardrail and broke one or two posts while riding upon the guardrail and pushing 
the end of the rail down. The vehicle then dropped off the rail and proceeded down 
the road. No accident report was filed in this type of accident but the guardrail 
performance would be classified as proper. 
Performance was classified as proper in 26 of the 31 accidents or 84 percent. 
The five accidents in which performance was judged to be improper all involved a 
vehicle rollover. In the majority of the accidents in which proper performance 
occurred, the vehicle either went onto the top of the guardrail or broke through 
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the breakaway posts. The objective of the Type 7 end treatment was to provide a 
weakened turned-down end treatment which would eliminate the rollover problem. 
While some roll overs stilJ occurred, the extent of this problem was substantially 
reduced compared to the previous turned-down design (1). No fatal accident has 
been identified involving the Type 7 end treatment. More detailed descriptions of 
these accidents are given in Appendix C. 
Of the five accidents involving a rollover, all were automobiles with three 
large automobiles, one a small automobile, and one of unknown size. 
High-speed impacts were included in the sample. For example, one accident 
involved a full-size pickup truck hitting the end of the rail at an estimated speed 
of about 70 mph. The pickup broke both breakaway posts and pushed the section 
of rail prior to the first wooden post to the ground before rebounding to the right. 
It travelled approximately 480 feet from impact to its final rest position. There 
was no injury and the pickup sustained relatively minor damage considering the 
impact speed. 
When the vehicle action after impact was summarized for the 33 accidents 
in which sufficient information was available, the most common action was for the 
vehicle to travel on the top of the rail past the breakaway section. This occurred in 
13 of the 33 accidents (39 percent). The vehicle may have then dropped off the rail 
or may have stopped on the rail. The second most common action (nine accidents 
or 27 percent) involved a vehicle breaking through the end section. As previously 
noted, in five accidents (15 percent) the vehicle overturned. In three accidents 
(nine percent), the vehicle rebounded off the end treatment. 
The average cost to repair eight impacts to a Type 7 end treatment was 
$786. This cost would include damage past the end treatment. The unit contract 
repair cost has ranged from $460 to $475. 
CAT END-TREATMENT ACCIDENTS 
A summary of data obtained for accidents involving a CAT end treatment is 
presented in Table 13. Data are included for the Type 8 end treatment, which was 
later reclassified as a Type IX-A crash cushion, and the Type IX crash cushion 
versions of the CAT. Of the 12 accidents, 10 involved the Type 8 end treatment or 
Type IX-A crash cushion used at the end of steel beam double-faced guardrail. 
They were all placed in the median. The remaining two involved a Type IX crash 
cushion used in advance of a median pier. Six of the 12 accidents were at the 
same location. 
Performance was determined for all of the 12 accidents. Proper performance 
was related to an interpretation of whether the posts broke away as designed with 
the rail elements telescoping without causing the vehicle to overturn or causing 
any spearing of the vehicle and/or proper redirection of the vehicle. 
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Performance was judged to be proper in nine of the 12 accidents (75 
percent). In the three impacts in which performance was judged as improper, two 
involved a vehicle overturning while the other involved substantial penetration of 
the side of a car. Only one of the 12 accidents resulted in the guardrail being 
pushed back or translating a substantial distance with the slotted section of 
guardrail dissipating energy. In this accident, the vehicle hit a CAT after it had 
been previously hit with the first post broken. The vehicle broke the second and 
third posts and the guardrail was pushed back about 42 inches at the fourth post. 
The vehicle flipped as a result of the impact. 
Several of the accidents involved a vehicle sliding sideways into the end of 
the CAT. Typically, the first and sometimes the second wooden post would be 
broken. 
Of the 12 impacts, eight involved an impact with the end of the system. In 
four of these eight impacts, only the first wooden post was broken and there was 
no translation. In three accidents, the second wooden post was also broken with 
less than one foot of translation of the 12-gage guardrail at the fourth post. The 
remaining impact of this type was the most severe and resulted in 42 inches of 
translation at the fourth post. One reason for the lack of a large amount of 
translation in these accidents has been the type of impact. In only one accident 
was there a direct frontal impact and this resulted in 42 inches of crush. In the 
other impacts with the end of the system, the vehicle was typically in the process 
of rotating with the impact to the side of the vehicle. 
Of the remaining four accidents, three involved an impact to the back of the 
system. In one of the impacts to the back of the system the first post was broken 
with the vehicle breaking through. This accident was at a median pier. The 
vehicle overturned in one of the other accidents involving an impact to the back of 
the system. The impact was at the sixth post with the fifth and sixth post broken. 
The vehicle action in this accident would be related to the mounting height of the 
guardrail. The guardrail was installed at the edge of a raised median such that 
the vehicle was on the raised median at impact with the mounting height of about 
18 inches on this side of the rail. However, there was another similar impact to 
the back of the system in which the vehicle was properly redirected. The other 
impact which was not to the end of the system was just past the end of the system 
with the vehicle rebounding after breaking the first three posts. 
Discussions with the maintenance personnel who repaired the CAT system 
did not reveal any problems with the repair. Even the most severe impact required 
only a few hours to repair. 
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BREAKMASTER SYSTEM END-TREATMENT ACCIDENTS 
Information for the two accidents involving the Breakmaster System is 
given in Table 14. One accident involved a severe head-on impact in which the 
panels were pushed rearward a substantial distance. The performance in this 
severe impact was judged to be proper. The other accident was a non-severe 
sideswipe type of accident. 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
END TREATMENTS 
Following is a list of recommendations relating to the various end 
treatments investigated as a part of this study. 
BCT End Treatment 
The performance of this end treatment indicates that it has usually 
performed as designed. Use of the BCT end treatment should continue where 
geometries permit; that is, when a four-foot offset can be obtained (at the end of a 
37.5-foot parabolic flare) with a 10:1 slope in advance and a sufficient recovery 
area, not exceeding a 3:1 slope, behind. The design of the BCT has been modified 
and the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) has recommended that the 
Eccentric Loader Terminal (ELT) or Modified Eccentric Loader Terminal (MELT) 
be used rather than the conventional BCT. Installations of the MELT should be 
placed and monitoried. 
MBCT End Treatment 
Kentucky's MBCT end treatment design (Type 6 guardrail end treatment) 
should be eliminated or modified due to the stiffness of the MBCT and the 
problems associated with impacts at shallow angles. Design Memorandum No. 1-
91 (dated January 14, 1991) has removed the use of the Type 6 end treatment as a 
median pier protection. 
Type 7 (Weakened-Turned Down) End Treatment 
The performance of this "weakened turned-down" end treatment has shown 
that continued use is warranted. Although full scale crash tests have not been 
conducted for this end treatment, its performance in the field in actual accidents 
warrants further use. The rollover problem experienced with the original "stiff' 
turned-down design has been significantly reduced. The results of this study do 
not support the FHWA recommendation to prohibit most turned-down end 
treatment applications. When roadway geometries do not permit the guardrail end 
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to be properly buried in a cut slope and conditions for the use of the BCT cannot 
be met, the Type 7 end treatment could be used. Consideration should be given to 
conducting full scale crash tests using this end treatment It may be desirable to 
further weaken the end treatment by making additional posts breakaway. 
Crash Cushion Attenuating Terminal (CAT) 
The performance of this attenuating terminal justifies additional use at 
selected locations. Types of locations would be at median piers and bridge 
abutments. Accidents involving this system should continue to be evaluated. 
However, considering both the results of the impacts in Kentucky as well as those 
in other states, result in the conclusion that the CAT could be classified as 
operational. 
The locations that the CAT should be used would be selected based on 
criteria such as the physical characteristics of the site and the potential number of 
impacts which may occur. A past evaluation of various crash cushions found that 
they performed their function properly (7). Other types of crash cushions, such as 
the GREAT, should continue to be used at locations where they are cost-effective 
or at locations such as gores where physical constraints control the type of device 
which can be used. A survey of states in which the CAT has been classified as 
operational revealed that engineering judgement was used in determining the 
proper attenuation system to use for any specific location. 
Breakmaster System 
This system is similar in design to the CAT and may provide an alternative 
for locations where the CAT would be used. Additional accident data are needed to 
evaluate the performance of this attenuation system. 
FUTURE MONITORING 
The performance of the various guardrail end treatments included in this 
study should continue. In addition, the performance of end treatments involving 
burying the end in a cut slope (Type 3 end treatment) should be included in future 
evaluations. Also, the new guardrail system for bridge pier locations (using a 
Type 4 and Type 5 end treatment) should be included in future evaluations. 
Consideration should be given to trial installations of other currently 
available attenuation systems. The performance of these installations should be 
monitoried. 
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TABLE 1 .  SUMMARY OF INSTALLATIONS BY YEAR ( NUMBERS AND UNIT 
PRICES TABULATED FROM CONTRACTS AWARDED) 
=========================================================================== 
TYPE OF END TREATMENT 
--------------------------------------------------------------------
NUMBER AVERAGE UNIT PRICE ( DOLLARS) 
---------------------------- -------------------------------------
TYPE CAT TYPE CAT 
YEAR BCT MBCT 7 * ** BM BCT MBCT 7 * ** BM 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
1 9 7 4  28 5 2 6 6 8  7 0 0  
1 9 7 5  4 4 3  9 8  6 1 7  7 4 2  
1 9 7 6  421 6 3  4 4 6  5 9 0  
1 9 7 7  5 4 1  423 
1 9 7 8  229 7 3  4 4 4  5 4 5  
1 9 7 9  3 5 0  1 0 1  4 8 2  5 7 4  
1 9 8 0  244 1 0  5 1 6  6 8 0  
1 9 8 1  1 6 0  1 4  5 1 9  6 5 7  
1 9 8 2  4 9 8  9 0  5 7 2  6 3 6  
1 9 8 3  4 6 2  1 22 4 8 7  6 3 1  
1 9 8 4  1 8 0  4 9  4 9 0  6 22 
1 9 8 5  1 9 7  3 5  1 1 8  4 8 4  5 8 5  4 7 7  
1 9 8 6  29 8 7 1  3 9 2  4 6 4  5 4 9  4 5 0  
1 9 8 7  4 3 8  3 5  7 4 2  4 5 9  5 5 8  4 5 0  
1 9 8 8  3 6 9  3 4  8 7 8  21 31 4 8 3  5 9 5  4 5 7  4 ,6 0 0  5 ,6 8 6  
1 9 8 9  250 1 9  8 3 0  1 8  5 2  46 8 5 8 6  4 3 8  5 ,0 9 6  6 ,0 5 3  
1 9 9 0  3 4 1  3 2  821 21 1 0  20 4 7 4  5 8 1  4 4 6  4,250 6 , 0 0 0  1 4,0 0 0  
ALL 5,7 0 6  8 4 8  3 '7 8 1  6 0  9 3  20 4 9 9  6 1 2  4 4 9  4,626 5,925 1 4 ,0 0 0  
* CAT Guardrail End Treatment Type 8 or Crash cushion Type I X-A ( 1 9 9 0 )  
** CAT crash Cushion Type IX 
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TABLE 2 .  DESCRIPTION OF INFORMATION OBTAINED 
============================================================================= 
1ZARIABLE 
Vehicle Size 
Impact Severity 
Impact Angle 
Guardrail 
Placement 
End-Treatment 
Configuration 
( BCT) 
Injury Severity 
(Most Severe 
Injury) 
Vehicle Action 
after Impact 
End-Treatment 
Performance 
End-Treatment 
Damage 
CATEGORY 
A-L 
A-S 
A-U 
SUT 
Comb 
Unk 
s 
N-S 
Shal 
Mod 
Shp 
RHS 
RHS/R 
LHS 
LHS/R 
Gore 
Median 
sc 
PF 
ST 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
STOP 
SP-CW-D 
SP-CCW-D 
OVER 
RAMP 
BT 
ss 
RB-L 
RB-R 
RB-B 
SPEAR 
TOP 
p 
Imp 
s 
M 
H 
E 
DESCRIPTION 
Full or mid-sized passenger car; full-sized 
pickup truck; van 
Compact or sub-compact car; small pickup 
truck 
Automobile, size unknown 
Single-unit truck 
Combination tractor and semi-trai ler 
Type of vehicle unknown 
Impact sufficient to cause heavy or extensive 
damage to the guardrail, severe damage to the 
vehicle, and/or injury severity of fatal 
or incapacitating injury 
Slight or moderate damage to the guardrail, 
minor or moderate damage to the vehicle, 
and/or slight or no injury 
0 - 1 5  degrees 
1 6  - 45 degrees 
over 45 degrees 
Right shoulder (mainline) 
Right shoulder ( ramp) 
Left shoulder ( mainline) 
Left shoulder ( ramp) 
Area between roadway split 
Area between divided, multilane highway 
Simple curve 
Parabolic flare 
straight (without flare) 
Fatal 
Incapacitating injury 
Non-incapacitating injury 
Possible injury 
No injury 
Stopped immediately upon contact 
Spun clockwise D number of degrees 
Spun counterclockwise D number of degrees 
overturned 
Ramped over top or over end of turned down 
Broke through 
Sideswiped guardrail 
Rebounded left 
Rebounded right 
Rebounded back 
Guardrail end speared vehicle 
Went on top of rail past breakaway portion 
End treatment performed as designed 
Performance other than as designed 
Slight deflection of rail; no posts broken 
First breakaway post broken 
Two breakaway posts broken 
Damage past two breakaway posts 
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TABLE 2 .  DESCRIPTION OF INFORMATION OBTAINED ( c ontinued) 
============================================================================= 
Vehicle Damage 
Vehicle Initial 
Contact Area 
C�TEGORY 
1 
2 
3 
4 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
DESCRIPTION 
No damage 
Minor damage 
Moderate damage 
severe damage 
Front 
Right front 
Right side 
Left front 
Left side 
Rear 
TABLE 3 .  SUMMARY OF ACCIDENTS BY TYPE OF END TREATMENT AND 
HIGHWAY DISTRICT 
================================================================= 
DISTRICT 
NUMBER BCT MBCT 
TYPE OF END TREATMENT 
TYPE 7 CAT BREAKMASTER 
-----------------------------------------------------------------
1 4 8 0 0 0 
2 1 3  3 1 1  1 0  0 
3 6 0 0 0 0 
4 1 5  0 1 0  2 0 
5 7 6  1 3  0 0 0 
6 4 8  8 2 0 0 
7 4 3  2 7  7 0 0 
8 4 0 0 0 0 
9 6 3 3 0 0 
1 0  2 1 3 0 0 
1 1  6 3 0 0 0 
1 2  9 0 1 0 2 
Total 2 3 2  6 6  37 1 2  2 
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TABLE 4 .  BCT END TREATMENT PEFORMANCE 
================================================================================= 
ACC VEH IMPACT GR VEH GR VEH INIT 
NO SIZE SEV ANGLE LOC INJ CONF ACTION PERF DAMAGE DAMAGE CONT 
--- -- ----- ------------ -------------------- ------------------------------- --------
0 0 2  A-U N-S Shal RHS 3 sc STOP p Unk 3 1 
0 0 5  Unk s Unk Unk Unk sc Unk Unk H Unk Unk 
0 0 6  A-L s Shal RHS/R 3 sc SP-CW- 1 5  Imp Unk 4 1 
007 A-L s Shal LHS/R 2 sc OVER Imp Unk Unk 1 
0 0 9  Unk s Shal RHS Unk sc BT p H Unk Unk 
0 1 0  A-L N-S Shal LHS/R 5 sc RB-R p M 2 1 
0 1 1  A-U s Shal RHS 4 sc SP-CCW- 4 5  p E 4 4 
0 1 2  A-U s Mod LHS 2 sc SP-CCW-4 5  p M 4 5 
0 1 3  A-U s Shp LHS 2 sc BT p H 4 2 
0 1 6  A-L N -S Shal LHS 4 sc SP-CCW- 4 5  p Unk 4 5 
0 1 7  A-U s Mod GORE 4 sc BT p H 4 1 
0 1 8  A-L s Shal GORE 2 sc BT p E 4 1 
0 1 9  Unk s Mod LHS/R Unk PF BT p H Unk Unk 
0 2 0  SUT s Shal LHS/R 3 PF OVER Imp Unk 4 4 
0 2 1  A-L s Mod RHS 5 sc RAMP Imp Unk 4 2 
0 2 2  A-L s Mod LHS 4 PF BT p H 3 3 
0 2 3  A-U N-S Unk RHS/R 5 ST Unk p M Unk Unk 
0 2 4  Unk N-S Shal RHS Unk sc STOP Imp M Unk Unk 
0 2 5  Unk s Shal RHS Unk PF STOP p E Unk 1 
0 2 7  Unk N-S Shal RHS Unk PF Unk p s Unk Unk 
0 2 8  A-S s Shp RHS 3 PF BT-OVER Imp M 4 1 
0 2 9  A-L s Shal LHS/R 2 sc STOP p M 4 1 
0 3 0  A-L s Mod RHS 5 sc BT p H 4 4 
0 3 1  A-S s Shal RHS 3 sc BT Imp E 4 1 
0 3 2  A-L s shal GORE 2 sc SP-CW-150 Imp Unk 4 1 
0 3 3  A-L s Shal GORE 5 sc BT p H 4 1 
0 3 4  Comb s Shal RHS/R 3 sc BT p E 4 1 
0 3 6  Comb s Mod RHS 4 sc BT p E 4 5 
0 3 7  A-S s Mod RHS 4 sc BT p M 4 4 
0 3 8  A-L s Mod RHS 3 PF BT-OVER Imp E 4 2 
0 3 9  SUT s Shal RHS Unk sc BT-OVER Imp E 4 1 
0 4 5  Unk N-S Unk RHS Unk sc Unk p s Unk Unk 
0 4 6  Comb N-S Unk LHS Unk sc ss p s Unk 4 
0 4 7  A-L s Unk Unk Unk sc Unk p E 4 1 
0 4 8  Unk N-S Shal RHS 5 ST Unk Imp M 2 2 
0 4 9  A-L s Shal RHS 1 sc BT Imp E 4 2 
0 5 0  A-L s Mod RHS 3 sc Unk p Unk 4 2 
0 5 3  A-L s Shal RHS 3 sc BT p Unk 4 1 
0 5 4  A-L s Mod RHS 3 sc Unk p Unk 4 1 
055 Comb s Shal RHS 2 sc BT,SP-CCW Imp E 4 1 
0 5 7  A-L s Unk Unk 5 PF RB-R,SP-CCW p Unk 4 2 
0 5 8  Unk N-S Unk LHS Unk sc BT p s Unk Unk 
0 5 9  A-L s Shal RHS 5 sc STOP p H 4 1 
0 6 0  Unk s Unk RHS Unk ST RB-R,OVER Imp H Unk Unk 
0 6 1  A-L s Mod RHS 1 sc SP-CCW- 1 8 0  p H 4 4 
0 6 2  A-L s Shp LHS 5 sc OVER Imp Unk 4 4 
0 6 3  A-L s Unk RHS 5 ST RB-L p E 4 1 
0 6 4  A-L N-S Shal RHS 5 sc Unk Unk Unk 1 2 
0 6 6  A-L s Shal LHS/R 1 sc BT Imp E 4 1 
0 6 7  A-S s Shal LHS/R 2 sc SP-CW-1 80 Imp M 4 1 
0 7 0  A-S s Shal RHS 1 Unk SPEAR Imp Unk 4 5 
0 7 1  A-L s Shal RHS 1 sc OVER Imp M 4 5 
1 0 2  A-S s Shal RHS/R 5 sc RB-L p H 4 1 
1 0 3  A-U s Mod RHS 3 sc SP-CW- 1 3 5  p H 4 4 
1 0 4  A-S s Mod RHS 3 sc BT Imp M 4 1 
1 0 5  A-L s Mod LHS 3 PF BT p M 4 2 
1 0 6  A-L N-S Mod RHS 5 sc Unk p s 2 1 
1 0 7  Unk N -S Unk RHS Unk sc Unk p M Unk Unk 
1 0 8  Unk s Unk RHS Unk PF Unk Unk H Unk Unk 
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TABLE 4 .  BCT END TREATMENT PEFORMANCE ( continued ) 
================================================================================= 
ACC VEH 
NO SIZE SEV 
IMPACT 
ANGI.E r.oc 
GR 
INJ CONF 
VEH GR VEH INIT 
ACTION PERF DAMAGE DAMAGE CONT 
-------------------------------------------- ------------ ------- ------- -----------
1 0 9  Comb s Mod LHS 3 PF BT p H 2 1 
1 1 0  A-L s Mod LHS 5 PF STOP p M 4 1 
1 1 1  Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk 
1 1 2  A-L s Mod RHS 3 PF STOP p M 4 2 
1 1 3  Unk N-S Mod RHS Unk PF Unk p M Unk Unk 
1 1 4  Unk N-S Shal LHS Unk PF STOP Unk M Unk 1 
1 1 8  A-U s Unk RHS 5 sc STOP p M 4 1 
1 1 9  A-S s Mod RHS 3 PF BT p H 4 1 
1 2 0  A-S s Mod LHS 3 PF OVER Imp M 4 1 
1 2 1  Unk N-S Shal RHS Unk PF Unk Unk s Unk 1 
1 2 3  A-U N-S shal RHS 4 sc RB-R p M 4 2 
1 2 5  A-L s Mod LHS 3 PF OVER p M 4 4 
1 2 6  Unk N-S Unk RHS Unk PF Unk p M Unk Unk 
1 2 7  A-L s Shal LHS 3 PF OVER Imp E 4 1 
1 2 8  A-S N-S Mod LHS 5 PF RB-R p M 2 4 
1 2 9  A-L s Mod RHS 5 sc BT p M 4 5 
1 3 0  Unk s Unk LHS Unk PF Unk p E Unk Unk 
1 3 2  Unk N-S Unk RHS Unk PF Unk Unk s Unk Unk 
1 3 4  A-U s Mod RHS 2 PF STOP p M 3 5 
1 3 5  Unk N-S Mod RHS Unk sc STOP p s Unk 1 
1 3 8  A-L s Shal RHS 1 PF SPEAR Imp E 4 1 
1 4 0  A-L s Shal RHS Unk PF SPEAR p E 4 1 
1 4 2  A-L s Shal RHS 1 sc SPEAR Imp H 4 3 
1 4 3  A-L s Shal RHS 3 PF BT p H 4 1 
1 4 4  Unk N-S Shal LHS Unk PF RB-L p M Unk Unk 
1 4 5  Unk s Unk RHS Unk ST Unk p M Unk Unk 
1 4 6  A-L s Mod RHS 5 PF BT p M 4 Unk 
1 4 7  Unk s Unk LHS Unk PF Unk p H Unk Unk 
1 4 8  Unk N-S Unk LHS Unk PF STOP p M Unk Unk 
1 4 9  A-L s Mod LHS 5 PF Unk p M 4 2 
1 5 0  Unk Unk Mod RHS 5 PF Unk p H Unk Unk 
1 5 1  A-L s Shal RHS 1 sc SPEAR Imp E 4 3 
1 5 2  A-L s Mod LHS 5 PF OVER Imp M 4 4 
1 5 3  Unk Unk Unk GORE Unk sc Unk Unk s Unk Unk 
1 5 5  A-L s Mod LHS 5 PF BT p E 3 4 
1 5 6  Unk s Mod RHS Unk PF BT p H Unk Unk 
1 5 7  A-L s Shal LHS/R 3 PF OVER Imp M 4 1 
1 5 8  Unk Unk Mod RHS Unk sc STOP p M Unk 1 
1 5 9  A-L N-S Unk RHS 3 sc STOP p s 3 1 
1 6 0  A-L s Mod RHS 2 PF BT p H 3 4 
1 6 1  A-L s Shal RHS 3 PF OVER Imp Unk 4 1 
1 6 2  A-L N-S Shal LHS/R 5 Unk STOP p Unk 4 5 
1 6 3  A-L N-S Shp RHS/R 5 Unk Unk p Unk 3 1 
1 6 4  A-L s Shal RHS 2 PF STOP p H 4 2 
1 6 6  A-L s Shal LHS 4 sc STOP p H 4 1 
1 6 7  Unk s Unk LHS Unk sc STOP p M Unk Unk 
1 7 0  Unk s Shp RHS Unk PF Unk p M Unk Unk 
1 7 2  Unk N-S Unk LHS Unk PF Unk p s Unk Unk 
1 7 3  A-L s Shal RHS 5 PF RB-L p H 4 2 
1 7 4  Unk N-S Shal LHS Unk PF STOP p M Unk 4 
175 Unk N-S Shal LHS Unk PF RB-R p M Unk 4 
2 0 2  A-L s Shp RHS 3 PF STOP p H 4 5 
2 0 4  Unk s Unk RHS/R Unk sc Unk Unk E Unk Unk 
2 0 5  Unk s Shal RHS Unk PF BT p H 4 1 
2 0 6  Unk N-S Mod LHS/R Unk sc BT p M Unk Unk 
2 1 1  A-S s Shal RHS 2 PF BT p H 4 1 
2 1 2  Unk N-S Mod RHS Unk sc RB-L p M Unk 2 
2 1 3  A-S s Mod RHS 5 PF RB-L p M 4 2 
2 1 4  Unk s Shal RHS Unk PF BT p M 4 1 
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TABLE 4 .  BCT END TREATMENT PEFORMANCE ( continued )  
================================================================================= 
ACC VEH IMPACT GR VEH GR VEH INIT 
NO SIZE SEV ANGLE LOC INJ CONF ACTION PERF DAMAGE DAMAGE CONT 
2 1 5  A-L s Mod RHS 2 PF RB-L p M 4 2 
2 1 8  A-L s Shal LHS 2 PF RB-R Imp M 4 5 
2 1 9  Unk Unk Unk RHS Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk 
2 2 0  A-L s Shal RHS 3 PF BT p H 4 1 
2 2 1  Unk N-S Mod LHS Unk PF RB-R p M Unk 4 
2 2 2  A-L s Mod RHS 3 PF OVER Imp E 4 1 
2 2 7  A-L s Mod LHS 2 PF SP-CW- 2 0 0  p E 4 2 
2 2 8  A-L s Shal LHS 3 PF RB-R p E 4 5 
2 2 9  A-L s Mod RHS Unk PF BT p H 4 1 
2 3 0  A-L s Shal RHS Unk PF Unk Unk E 4 1 
2 3 1  A-S s Mod RHS 5 PF OVER Imp s 4 5 
2 3 2  A-L s Shal RHS 2 sc RB-L p M 4 2 
2 3 3  A-S s Shal LHS 4 Unk SP-CW- 1 80 p Unk 4 1 
2 3 5  A-S s Shp RHS 3 PF STOP p H 4 5 
2 3 6  A-L s Shp RHS 3 PF BT p H 4 5 
2 3 7  Comb s Shal RHS 5 PF BT p E 4 1 
2 3 8  Unk N-S Unk RHS Unk PF SP p M Unk Unk 
2 4 0  Unk s Shal RHS Unk PF SP-CCW p M 4 4 
2 4 1  A-S s Mod RHS Unk PF RAMP Imp E 4 Unk 
2 4 2  Unk Unk Unk LHS/R Unk sc Unk Unk M Unk Unk 
2 4 3  Unk s Shal RHS/R Unk sc Unk Unk E 4 1 
2 4 4  Unk N-S Med RHS Unk PF RB-L p M Unk 2 
2 4 7  Unk s Shal LHS Unk PF STOP Unk M 4 1 
2 4 8  Unk s Mod GORE Unk sc BT p E 4 1 
2 4 9  A-S s Shal LHS 1 PF OVER Imp E 4 4 
2 5 5  Unk N-S Mod RHS Unk sc STOP p M Unk Unk 
2 5 6  A-S s Mod RHS 5 PF SP-CCW-2 0 0  p H 4 1 
2 6 0  A-S s Shal RHS 5 PF BT p E 4 1 
2 6 4  Unk s Sha LHS Unk PF STOP Unk H Unk Unk 
2 6 6  A-S s Mod LHS/R 2 sc STOP p H 4 1 
2 6 7  Unk s Unk RHS Unk PF RB-L p H 4 Unk 
2 6 8  Comb s Unk LHS 5 Unk BT p H 3 1 
2 7 1  A-L s Shal RHS 4 Unk STOP p M 4 1 
2 7 5  Unk s Unk LHS Unk sc RB-L p E 4 Unk 
2 7 8  A-L s Mod RHS 3 Unk BT p E 4 1 
2 7 9  A-L N-S Mod RHS 5 Unk STOP p M 3 2 
2 80 A-L s Mod RHS 4 Unk STOP p M 4 6 
2 8 3  A-S s Mod LHS 4 Unk BT p Unk 4 2 
2 8 4  SUT s Shal RHS 5 Unk OVER p Unk 4 3 
2 8 5  A-L s Shal LHS 5 PF BT p E 4 1 
2 8 6  A-L s Mod RHS 3 PF RB-L p E 4 2 
2 8 7  A-L s Mod RHS 5 PF BT p E 4 5 
2 8 8  A-L s Mod RHS 5 PF RB-L p E 4 3 
2 8 9  Unk s Unk RHS Unk PF BT Unk E 4 Unk 
2 9 0  Comb s Shal RHS 3 PF RB-L p E 4 2 
2 9 1  Unk Unk Unk RHS Unk PF Unk Unk M Unk Unk 
2 9 2  Unk Unk Unk RHS Unk Unk Unk Unk M Unk Unk 
2 9 3  A-L s Shp RHS 5 Unk BT p E 4 1 
2 9 4  Unk N-S Unk LHS Unk Unk Unk Unk s Unk Unk 
2 9 5  A-S s Sha1 RHS 2 Unk OVER Imp M 4 3 
2 9 6  A-L N-S Mod RHS 4 Unk BT p M 3 4 
3 5 5  Unk unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk 
3 5 6  Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk 
3 5 7  Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk 
3 5 8  Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk 
3 5 9  Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk unk Unk Unk Unk Unk 
3 6 0  Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk unk Unk 
3 6 1  Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk 
3 6 2  Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk 
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TABLE 4 .  BCT END TREATMENT PEFORMANCE ( continued) 
================================================================================= 
ACC VEH 
NO SIZE SEV 
IMPACT 
ANGLE LOC 
GR 
INJ CONF 
VEH GR VEH INIT 
ACTION PERF DAMAGE DAMAGE CONT 
-- - ----- ------- ------- --------- -------- ------------------------------- ------- ----
3 6 3  Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk 
3 6 4  Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk 
3 6 5  A-L s Mod RHS 2 Unk BT p H 4 1 
3 7 0  A-L s Mod RHS 4 Unk BT p H 4 4 
3 7 1  Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk 
3 7 2  Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk 
3 7 3  A-L Unk Unk Unk 5 Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk 1 
3 7 4  A-L s Mod LHS 5 Unk STOP p M 4 5 
3 7 5  Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk 
3 7 6  Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk 
3 7 7  A-L s Mod RHS 4 Unk BT p Unk 4 5 
3 7 8  A-L s Mod RHS 4 Unk Unk Unk Unk 4 2 
3 7 9  Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk 
3 8 0  Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk 
3 8 1  Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk 
3 8 2  Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk 
3 8 3  Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk 
3 8 4  A-L s Unk RHS 5 Unk Unk Unk Unk 3 1 
3 8 5  Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk 
3 8 8  Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk 
3 8 9  Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk 
3 9 0  Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk 
3 9 1  Unk Unk Unk unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk 
3 9 2  Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk 
3 9 3  Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk 
3 9 4  Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk 
4 0 0  Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk 
4 0 1  Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk 
4 0 2  Comb N-S Shp RHS 5 Unk STOP p Unk 3 3 
4 0 3  Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk 
4 0 4  Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk 
4 0 5  Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk 
4 0 6  Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk 
4 0 7  Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk 
4 0 8  Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk 
4 0 9  Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk 
4 1 1  Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk 
4 1 4  Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk 
4 1 5  Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk 
4 1 6  Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk 
4 1 7  Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk 
4 1 8  Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk 
4 1 9  Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk 
4 2 0  Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk 
4 2 1  Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk 
4 2 9  A-S s Shal RHS 2 sc BT Imp E 4 1 
4 3 0  Unk s Shal RHS Unk PF RB-L p E 4 1 
4 3 1  Unk s Unk LHS Unk PF BT Unk E 4 Unk 
4 3 2  A-S s Mod RHS 2 PF BT p E 4 1 
4 3 3  A-L s Shal LHS 2 PF OVER Imp Unk 4 1 
4 3 4  A-L s Shal RHS 2 PF BT p Unk 4 1 
4 3 7  Unk Unk Unk RHS Unk PF Unk Unk H Unk Unk 
4 3 8  Unk Unk Unk LHS/R Unk PF RB-R p H Unk Unk 
439 Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk 
4 4 0  A-S s Sha1 RHS 2 PF OVER Imp H 4 1 
- - - - - - - - ----- - - ----- - - - ----- - - ------ - ------ - - ------ --- - --- - - ----- - - - ------ - - - ----
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TABLE 5 .  PERFORMANCE RELATED TO BCT END TREATMENT CONFIGURATION 
======================================================================== 
END TREATMENT 
CONFIGURATION 
PROPER 
PERFORMANCE 
NUMBER PERCENT* 
IMPROPER 
PERFORMANCE 
NUMBER PERCENT* 
UNKNOWN 
PERFORMANCE 
NUMBER 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - -
Parabolic Flare 6 5  8 0  1 6  2 0  9 
Simple Curve 4 1  7 1  1 7  2 9  6 
Straight 3 6 0  2 4 0  0 
Unknown 1 1  7 9  3 2 1  59 
Total 1 2 0  7 6  3 8  2 4  7 4  
* Percentages include only those accidents where performance was known . 
TABLE 6 .  IMPACT SEVERITY RELATED TO BCT END TREATMENT PERFORMANCE 
======================================================================================= 
PERFORMANCE 
- - - - - - -- -- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - -- -- - - - - - - - - - -- - - -- - ---
PROPER IMPROPER UNKNOWN 
IMPACT END TREATMENT - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -
SEVERITY CONFIGURATION NUMBER PERCENT* NUMBER PERCENT* NUMBER 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Severe Parabolic Flare 4 8  7 5  1 6  2 5  5 
Simple Curve 2 6  6 2  1 6  3 8  3 
Straight 2 6 7  1 3 3  0 
Unknown 6 6 7  3 3 3  3 
subtotal 8 2  7 0  36 30 1 1  
Non-Severe Parabolic Flare 1 4  1 0 0  0 0 3 
Simple Curve 1 5  9 4  1 6 1 
Straight 1 5 0  1 5 0  0 
Unknown 5 1 0 0  0 0 1 
Subtotal 3 5  9 5  2 5 5 
Unknown Parabolic Flare 3 1 0 0  0 0 1 
S imple Curve 0 DNA 0 DNA 2 
Straight 0 DNA 0 DNA 0 
Unknown 0 DNA 0 DNA 5 5  
Subtotal 3 1 0 0  0 0 5 8  
* Percentages include only those accidents where performance was known . 
2 0  
TABLE 7 .  IMPACT ANGLE RELATED TO BCT END TREATMENT PERFORMANCE 
======================================================================================= 
PERFORMANCE 
PROPER IMPROPER UNKNOWN 
IMPACT END TREATMENT ---- - - - ---- - ----- --- - ---- - ----- ------ ---- - - --- - - ---- - -
ANGLE CONFIGURATION NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER 
---- ---------- ----- ---- ------- - ------ ----- - ---- - --------------- -- ----- ---- - ------- -----
shallow Parabolic Flare 2 2  7 1  9 29 5 
Simple Curve 1 5  5 2  1 4  4 8  2 
straight 0 0 1 1 0 0  0 
Unknown 2 4 0  3 6 0  0 
Subtotal 3 9  5 9  2 7  4 1  7 
Moderate Parabolic Flare 32 82 7 1 8  1 
-Sharp Simple Curve 1 8  8 6  3 1 4  0 
Straight 0 DNA 0 DNA 0 
Unknown 9 1 0 0  0 0 1 
Subtotal 59 8 6  1 0  1 4  2 
Unknown Parabolic Flare 1 1  1 0 0  0 0 3 
Simple Curve 8 1 0 0  0 0 4 
Straight 3 7 5  1 2 5  0 
Unknown 0 DNA 0 DNA 5 8  
Subtotal 2 2  9 6  1 4 6 5  
* Percentages include only those accidents where performance was known . 
TABLE 8 .  END-TREATMENT DAMAGE RELATED TO BCT END TREATMENT PERFORMANCE 
======================================================================================= 
PERFORMANCE 
----- ----- - ------ --------------------------- ------------ --
END- PROPER IMPROPER UNKNOWN 
TREATMENT END TREATMENT ---- ----- ------ ----- --------- ---- - ------- -- - ------- ---
DAMAGE CONFIGURATION NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER 
--- - ---------- --- ------ - ----- - ------ ------ ---- ----- - ------ ---- ------ - ----- - ----- - - - ----
Slight- Parabolic Flare 2 6  8 1  6 1 9  4 
Moderate Simple Curve 1 8  82 4 1 8  2 
Straight 2 6 7  1 3 3  0 
Unknown 3 7 5  1 2 5  4 
Subtotal 4 9  8 0  1 2  2 0  1 0  
Heavy- Parabolic Flare 36 84 7 1 6  5 
Extensive Simple Curve 1 8  6 9  8 3 1  3 
Straight 1 5 0  1 5 0  0 
Unknown 3 1 0 0  0 0 2 
Subtotal 5 8  7 5  1 6  2 5  1 0  
Unknown Parabolic Flare 3 5 0  3 5 0  0 
Simple Curve 5 5 0  5 5 0  1 
Straight 0 DNA 0 DNA 0 
Unknown 5 7 1  2 2 9  5 3  
Subtotal 1 3  5 7  1 0  4 3  5 4  
* Percentages include only those accidents where performance was known . 
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TABLE 9 .  VEHICLE SIZE RELATED TO BCT END TREATMENT PERFORMANCE 
======================================================================================= 
VEHICLE 
SIZE 
Small 
Auto 
Large 
Auto 
Truck 
Auto­
Unknown 
Size 
Unknown 
END TREATMENT 
CONFIGURATION 
Parabolic Flare 
Simple Curve 
Straight 
Unknown 
Subtotal 
Parabolic Flare 
Simple Curve 
straight 
Unknown 
Subtotal 
Parabolic Flare 
Simple Curve 
Straight 
Unknown 
subtotal 
Parabolic Flare 
Simple Curve 
Straight 
Unknown 
Subtotal 
Parabolic Flare 
Simple Curve 
Straight 
Unknown 
Subtotal 
PROPER 
NUMBER 
8 
3 
0 
1 
1 2  
2 7  
1 6  
1 
9 
5 3  
3 
3 
0 
1 
7 
1 
8 
1 
0 
1 0  
2 6  
1 1  
1 
0 
3 8  
PERCENT 
57 
38 
DNA 
3 3  
4 8  
7 5  
6 2  
1 0 0  
1 0 0  
7 4  
7 5  
7 5  
DNA 
5 0  
7 0  
1 0 0  
1 0 0  
1 0 0  
DNA 
1 0 0  
1 0 0  
92 
3 3  
DNA 
9 3  
PERFORMANCE 
IMPROPER 
NUMBER 
6 
5 
0 
2 
1 3  
9 
1 0  
0 
0 
1 9  
1 
1 
0 
1 
3 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
2 
0 
3 
PERCENT 
4 3  
6 2  
DNA 
6 7  
5 2  
2 5  
38 
0 
0 
2 6  
2 5  
2 5  
DNA 
5 0  
3 0  
0 
0 
0 
DNA 
0 
0 
8 
6 7  
DNA 
7 
* Percentages include only those accidents where performance was known . 
TABLE 1 0 .  ACCIDENT SEVERITY RELATED TO BCT END-TREATMENT CONFIGURATION 
UNKNOWN 
NUMBER 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
0 
1 
3 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
8 
5 
0 
5 7  
7 0  
=============================================================================== 
END TREATMENT 
CONFIGURATION 
Parabolic Flare 
Simple Curve 
straight 
Unknown 
FATAL INJURY 
2 3 4  
6 2 7  
0 0 
1 8 
ACCIDENT SEVERITY 
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PROPERTY 
DAMAGE 
1 7  
1 1  
3 
6 
UNKNOWN 
37 
20 
2 
5 8  
TABLE 1 1 . MBCT END TREATMENT PERFORMANCE 
================================================================================= 
ACC VEH IMPACT GR VEH END TREAT . GR VEH INIT . 
NO SIZE SEV ANGLE LOC INJ ACTION PERF . DAMAGE DAMAGE CONT . 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
0 0 1  A-L s Shal Med 2 SP-CCW Unk Unk 4 4 
0 0 3  A-U N-S Shal Med 5 ss p Unk 4 Unk 
0 0 4  A-L s Mod Med 2 RAMP Imp Unk 4 4 
0 0 8  A-L s Mod Med 5 BT p Unk 4 1 
0 1 4  Unk N-S Unk Med Unk Unk p M Unk Unk 
0 1 5  Unk N-S Unk Med Unk Unk p M Unk Unk 
0 2 6  Unk N-S Shal Med Unk Unk p M Unk Unk 
0 3 5  A-U s Mod Med 5 BT p Unk 4 2 
0 4 0  A-S s Shal Gore 1 SPEAR Imp E 4 1 
0 4 1  A-S s Shal Gore 1 SPEAR Imp M 4 1 
042 Unk s Unk Gore Unk Unk Unk H Unk Unk 
0 4 3  Unk s Unk Gore Unk Unk Unk H Unk Unk 
0 4 4  Unk s Unk Gore Unk Unk Unk H Unk Unk 
0 5 1  Unk s Mod Med Unk Unk Unk M Unk 4 
052 A-L s Mod Med 2 OVER Imp Unk 4 1 
0 5 6  A-L s Mod Med 3 OVER Imp H 4 1 
0 6 5  A-U s Shal Med 3 STOP Unk M 3 4 
0 6 8  A-U s Shal Med 3 STOP Unk Unk 4 1 
0 6 9  A-L s shal Med 3 OVER Imp H 3 1 
1 0 1  A-L s Shal Med 2 OVER Imp M 4 5 
1 1 5  Comb s Shp Med 5 BT p E 3 1 
1 1 6  Unk N-S Shal Med Unk Unk p M Unk Unk 
1 1 7  Comb s shal Med 5 ss p H 4 Unk 
1 2 2  A-L N-S Mod Med 5 STOP p M 2 1 
1 2 4  Unk N-S Shp Med Unk STOP p s Unk Unk 
1 3 1  Unk N-S Mod Med Unk Unk p M Unk Unk 
1 3 3  A-S N-S Mod Med 3 OVER Imp s 4 4 
1 3 6  Unk Unk Mod Med Unk Unk Unk M Unk Unk 
1 3 7  A-U s Shal Med 3 OVER Imp M 4 3 
1 3 9  Comb s Shal Med 1 OVER Imp E 4 1 
1 4 1  Comb s Mod Med 3 Unk p E 4 4 
1 5 4  Unk s Shp Med Unk BT Unk E Unk Unk 
1 6 5  Unk Unk Mod Med Unk Unk p M Unk Unk 
1 6 8  Unk N-S Unk Med Unk Unk p s Unk Unk 
1 6 9  Unk N-S Unk Med Unk Unk p M Unk Unk 
1 7 1  Unk N-S Mod Med Unk Unk p s Unk Unk 
2 0 1  A-L s Mod Med 5 STOP p M 4 3 
2 0 3  A-L s Shal Med 5 RAMP Imp M 4 1 
2 0 7  Unk s Unk Med Unk Unk Unk H Unk Unk 
2 0 8  Unk s Unk Med Unk Unk Unk E Unk Unk 
2 1 7  Unk s Unk Med Unk Unk Unk H Unk Unk 
2 2 6  Unk s Unk Med Unk Unk Unk H Unk Unk 
2 3 4  Unk Unk Unk Med Unk Unk Unk M Unk Unk 
2 3 9  A-L s Mod Med 3 OVER Imp H 4 1 
2 4 5  Unk s Mod Med Unk Unk Unk E Unk Unk 
2 4 6  Unk s Unk Med Unk Unk Unk H Unk Unk 
2 5 0  Unk Unk Unk Med Unk Unk Unk M Unk Unk 
2 5 1  Unk Unk Unk Med Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk 
2 5 8  A-L s Shal Med 3 TOP p H 4 1 
2 6 2  A-L N-S Shal Med 4 STOP p M 3 1 
2 6 3  Unk N-S Shal Med Unk Unk Unk s Unk Unk 
2 6 9  Unk Unk Unk Med Unk Unk Unk M Unk Unk 
2 7 6  Unk Unk Unk Med Unk Unk Unk H Unk Unk 
3 6 6  Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk 
3 6 7  Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk 
36 8 Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk 
3 6 9  Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk 
39 8 Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk 
3 9 9  Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk 
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TABLE 1 1 .  MBCT END TREATMENT PERFORMANCE ( continued) 
================================================================================= 
ACC VEH IMPACT GR VEH END TREAT . GR VEH INIT . 
NO SIZE SEV ANGI.E T.OC TNJ ACTION PERF . DAMAGE DAMAGE CONT . 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
4 1 2  Unk Unk Unk Med Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk 
4 2 2  Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk 
4 2 3  Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk 
4 2 4  Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk 
4 2 5  Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk 
4 2 6  A-S N-S Mod Med 5 STOP p Unk 2 2 
427 Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk 
TABLE 1 2 . PERFORMANCE OF TYPE 7 END TREATMENTS 
================================================================================ 
ACC VEH IMPACT GR VEH END TREAT GR VEH INIT 
NO SIZE SEV ANGLE LOC INJ ACTION PERF DAMAGE DAMAGE CONT 
---------------------------------- - ----------------------------------------------
2 0 0  A-L s Shal LHS 5 RB-R p H 4 1 
2 0 9  Unk N-S Shal RHS Unk TOP p E 2 1 
2 1 0  Comb s Mod RHS 2 BT p E 4 2 
2 1 6  Unk N-S Shal RHS Unk TOP p M Unk 1 
2 2 3  Unk s Shal RHS Unk BT p H Unk 1 
2 2 4  Unk N-S Unk RHS Unk BT p M Unk Unk 
2 2 5  Unk N-S Unk RHS Unk TOP p M Unk Unk 
2 5 2  A-S s Shal RHS 3 OVER Imp E 4 1 
2 5 3  Comb s Shal RHS Unk BT p E 4 1 
2 5 4  A-L s Mod RHS 5 TOP p E 4 2 
2 5 7  A-L N-S Mod. LHS 5 TOP p H 2 6 
2 5 9  A-S N-S Mod. RHS 4 STOP p s 4 2 
2 6 1  Unk s Shal RHS Unk TOP p E Unk 1 
2 6 5  Unk N-S Unk RHS Unk RB-L p M Unk 2 
2 7 0  A-U s Mod LHS 2 OVER Imp Unk 4 2 
2 7 2  A-L N-S Shal GORE 5 RAMP p s 3 1 
2 7 3  Unk Unk Unk GORE Unk BT p M Unk Unk 
2 7 4  Unk s Shal RHS Unk TOP p E 4 1 
2 7 7  A-L s Mod RHS 3 TOP p M 3 1 
2 8 1  Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk 
2 8 2  Comb s Mod RHS 5 BT p E 4 2 
2 9 7  Unk Unk Unk RHS Unk TOP p E Unk Unk 
2 9 8  Comb s Shal RHS 5 BT p E 3 2 
2 9 9  A-L s Mod RHS 5 OVER Imp E 4 1 
3 5 0  A-L s Shal RHS 2 OVER Imp E 4 1 
3 5 1  A-L s Mod RHS 4 OVER Imp E 4 3 
3 5 2  A-L s Mod LHS 2 RB-R p H 4 4 
3 5 3  A-S s Shal RHS 5 TOP p E 4 1 
3 5 4  Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk 
3 8 6  A-S N-S Shp LHS 5 BT p Unk 3 6 
3 8 7  Unk Unk Unk LHS Unk BT p H Unk Unk 
3 9 5  A-L s Shal RHS 5 TOP p E 3 1 
3 9 6  Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk 
3 9 7  Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk 
4 1 0  Unk s Shal RHS Unk TOP p E Unk Unk 
4 1 3  A-L s Shp RHS 3 SP-CCW- 1 3 5  p Unk 4 5 
4 3 5  A-L s Shal RHS 2 TOP p E 4 5 
- - --- - ---- ----------------------- ------------------------------------------------
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TABLE 1 3 .  CAT END TREATMENT PERFORMANCE 
================================================================================= 
ACC VEH IMPACT GR VEH END TREAT . GR VEH INIT . 
NO SIZE SEV. ANGLE LOC IIIJ ACTION PERF DAMAGE DAMAGE CONT 
- - - --------- - - ------- - - - - - ----------- - - - -------------- ------- - - ------------ - - ----
3 0 0  Unk N-S Shal Med Unk Unk p M Unk Unk 
3 0 1  A-S s Shal Med 2 SP-CW- 1 5 0  Imp M 4 3 
3 0 2  A-L s Shal Med 5 RB-R p H 4 6 
3 0 3  A-S s Shal Med 2 RB-R p H 4 5 
3 0 4  A-L s Mod Med 4 RB-R p M 4 5 
3 0 5  Unk s Mod Med Unk BT p H Unk Unk 
3 0 6  A-L s Mod Med 5 RB-R p H 4 1 
3 0 7  A-L s Mod Med 3 STOP p M 4 4 
3 0 8  A-L s Shal Med 3 OVER Imp E 4 1 
3 0 9  A-L s Mod Med 5 STOP p H 3 5 
3 1 0  A-S s Mod Med 3 OVER Imp M 4 4 
3 1 1  A-S s Mod MED 5 RB-R p s 4 4 
------- - - -- ----- - - ---------- - - - - - ---------- - --------- - - --------- - - - - - ---------- - -
TABLE 1 4 .  BREAKMASTER END TREATMENT PERFORMANCE 
================================================================================= 
ACC VEH IMPACT GR VEH END TREAT . GR VEH INIT . 
NO SIZE SEV. ANGLE LOC INJ ACTION PERF . DAMAGE DAMAGE CONT . 
--------- -------- - - ----------- - - - ---------- - - --------- - - ----------- - - ------------
4 2 8  A-L s Shal Med 2 SP-CCW- 9 0  p E 4 1 
4 3 6  Unk N-S Unk Med Unk Unk p s Unk Unk 
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Appendix A. Accidents by Highway District 
27 
Breakaway Cable Terminal 
('l'ype 4 Guardrail End 
Treatment) 
Modified Turn Down 
(Type 7 Guardrail End 
Treatment) 
Median Breakaway Cable 
Terminal (Type 6 Guardrail 
End 'l'reatment) 
Crash Cushion Attenuating 
Terminal (CAT) 
(Type 8 Guardrail End 
'l'rcatment or Crash 
Cushion Type lX) 
ACC 
lli1 
204 
142 
102 
2 
276 
168 
136 
101 
141 
I 
4 
3 
DISTRICT - 1  
COUNTY JlQ!ITljl MILEPOINT 
Marshall Purchase Pkwy 51.4 
Trigg I 24 59.7 
Marshall Purchase Pkwy 51.4 
McCracken I 24 2.8 
NO KNOWN GUARDRAIL COLLISIONS 
Lyon I 24 37.3 
Trigg I 24 86.4 
Lyon I 24 37.3 
Livingston I 24 30.7 
McCracken I 24 15.0 
Livingston I 24 30.9 
Marshall 1 24 27.7 
McCracken I 24 13.4 
NO KNOWN GUARDRAIL COLLISIONS 
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INFORMATION 
DATE OF DATE OF ACCIDENT REPAIR 
ACC!Il!);NT INSPECTION REPORT FORM 
6-29-89 X 
4-8-86 9-4-86 X 
6-4-84 11-84 X 
2-13-79 X 
X 
4-6-87 
7-11-86 
7-29-84 X 
8-29-82 X X 
12-19-80 X 
11-9-80 X 
2- 13-79 X 
DISTRICT - 2 
INFORMATION 
"CC DATE OF DATE OF ACCIDENT REPAIR 
NO. COUNTY ROUTE MILEPOINT ACCIDENT INSPEC1'ION REPORT FORM 
Breakaway Cable Terminal 
(Type 4 Guardrail End 279 Christian US68 1.7 8-26-90 X X 
Treatment) 278 Christian I 24 73.5 1-20-90 X X 
280 Christian US41A 8.2 7-25-89 X X 
256 Christian US41 15.0 2-7-89 4-5-90 X X 
271 Hopkins US41A 21.0 3-17-86 X X 
118 Christian US41A 10.1 3-10-85 4-9-86 X X 
111 Daviess US60 46.6 2-85 X 
9 Henderson Audubon Pkwy 0.1 1-12-84 X 
103 Christian US 41A 7.8 11-2-84 X X 
10 Hopkins Pennyrile Pkwy 44.1 1-27-84 1-30-84 X X 
5 Christian I 24 85.5 3-82 X 
6 Christian I 24 85.6 7-28-81 X 
7 Christian I 24 85.6 9-4-80 X 
Modified 'furn Down 
(Type 7 Guardrail End 272 Hopkins Pennyrile Pkwy 37.1 11-13-90 11-25-90 X 
Treatment) 273 Hopkins Pennyrile Pkwy 37.1 11-25-90 
277 Ohio WK Pkwy 81.0 4-12-90 X X 
281 Henderson US41 18.7 12-30-89 X 
282 Muhlenberg us 431 6.3 1-25-90 X X 
257 Caldwell KY91 8.0 11- 14-89 4-5-90 X X 
200 Hopkins WK Pkwy 40.5 3-12-90 3-13-90 X X 
259 Henderson KY 136 21.2 6-26-89 X X 
253 Ohio WK Pkwy 81.0 6-5-88 
254 Ohio WK Pkwy 73.6 6-24-87 7-23-87 X 
270 Davicss us 60 16.5 9-30-86 5-14-91 X X 
Median Breakaway Cable 
Terminal (1'ype 6 Guardrail 258 Christian I 24 91.6 11- 16-89 1-18-90 X X 
End 'l'reatment) 201 Hopkins Pennyrile Pkwy 37.1 1-3-88 1-11-88 X X 
8 Christian I 24 85.9 6-18-77 X 
Crash Cushion Attenuating 311 Hopkins WK Pkwy 36.9 3-30-91 4-24-91 X 
Terminal (CAT) 307 Muhlenberg WK Pkwy 43.4 12-21-90 12-25-90 X 
(Type 8 Guardrail End 308 Muhlenberg WK Pkwy 43.4 12-30-90 1-20-91 X 
Treatment or Crash 309 Ohio WK Pkwy 83.8 12-24-90 1-2-91 X 
Cushion 'l)rpe lX) 306 Ohio WK Pkwy 65.7 10-9-90 11-90 X X 
303 Muhlenberg WK Pkwy 43.4 9-21-90 10-4-90 X X 
302 Muhlenberg WK Pkwy 43,4 7-21-90 7-25-90 X 
301 Muhlenberg WK Pkwy 43.4 5-28-90 6-3-90 X X 
300 Muhlenberg WK Pkwy 43.4 3-13-90 
304 Ohio WKPkwy 77.7 8-18-89 10-5-89 X 
30 
Breakaway Cable Tenninal 
(Type 4 Guardrail End 
Treatment) 
Modified Turn Down 
(Type 7 Guardrail End 
Treatment) 
Median Breakaway Cable 
Terminal (Type 6 Guardrail 
End Treatment) 
Crash Cushion Attenuating 
'rerminal (CAT) 
(Type 8 Guardrail End 
Treatment or Crash 
Cushion Type 1X) 
ACC 
NO. 
283 
284 
220 
1! 
12 
13 
DISTRICT - 3 
COUNTY ROUTE MIL�DINT 
Todd US68 1.4 
Warren I 65 19.0 
Warren I 65 17.1 
Todd US68 1.3 
Todd US68 3.6 
Todd US68 2.2 
NO KNOWN GUARDRAIL COLLISIONS 
NO KNOWN GUARDRAIL COLLISIONS 
NO KNOWN GUARDRAIL COLLISIONS 
31 
INFORMATION 
DATE OF DATE OF ACCIDENT REPAIR 
ACCIDENT INSPECTION REPORT FORM 
10-22-89 X 
8-15-89 X 
2-5-89 3-I-89 X 
1-31-80 X X 
9-21-79 X X 
1!-29-78 X X 
DISTRICT - 4 
INFORMATION 
ACC DATE OF DATE OF ACCIDENT REPAIR 
NO. COUNTY ROUTE MILEPOINT ACCIDENT INSPECTION REPORT FORM 
Breakaway Cablo Terminal 
('lyPe 4 Guardrail End 292 Larue I 65 9.5 
Treatment) 291 Hart I 65 57.6 1-24-91 
288 Hardin I 64 99.6 6-9-89 1-24-91 X X 
289 Hardin WK Pkwy 128.7 
293 Taylor KY210 12.2 5-14-89 X 
294 Taylor KY323 8.1 
296 Washington us 150 4.9 3-25-89 
287 Hardin I 65 91.7 12-28-88 1-24-91 X X 
219 Hardin I 65 91.2 12-13-88 
218 Hardin I 65 93.0 11-26-88 11-30-88 X 
286 Hardin I 65 84.8 11-13-88 1-24-91 X X 
295 Washington us 150 15.2 5-13-88 X X 
290 Hart I 65 68.1 4-30-88 1-24-91 X X 
211 Hardin WK Pkwy 125.8 9-4-87 9-30-87 X X 
285 Hardin I 65 93.0 3-4-87 1-24-91 
Modifled Turn Down 
(Type 7 Guardrail End 274 Hardin WK Pkwy 129.0 11-25-90 
Treatment) 298 Grayson WK Pkwy 117.0 6-23-90 X X 
350 Marion KY49 10.8 2-2-90 X X 
353 Nelson BG Pkwy 12.0 3-28-90 1-24-91 X X 
297 Grayson WK Pkwy 117.0 X 
351 Meade KY 868 0.2 3-18-90 X X 
299 Green US68 11.7 2-22-90 X X 
352 Nelson KY52 12.0 8-19-89 X X 
210 Grayson WK Pkwy 117.5 8-27-89 9-2-89 X 
354 Taylor KY3212 0.1 
Median Breakaway Cable 
Terminal (Type 6 Guardrail NO KNOWN GUARDRAIL COLLISIONS 
End Treatment) 
Crash Cushion Attenuating 
Terminal (CAT) 305 Hardin WK Pkwy 129.0 2-21-90 
('l'ype 8 Guardrail End 310 Hardin WK Pkwy 132.6 3-15-91 3-29-91 X 
Treatment or Crash 
Cushion Type lX) 
32 
DISTRICT - 5 
INFORMATION 
ACC. DA'];EQF DATE OF ACCIDENT REpAIR 
!:!!1 COUNTY ROUTE MILEPO!NT ACCIDENT INSPECTION REPORT FORM 
Breakaway Cable Terminal 
(Type 4 Guardrail End 432 Shelby I 64 29.9 10·20·90 10·30-90 X 
Treatment) 267 Jefferson I 64 22.5 9-26·90 
266 Jefferson I 64 12.3 5-12·90 9-25·90 X 
264 Jefferson I 64 7.6 7-31·90 
365 Jefferson I 65 0.1 6·15·90 X 
434 Shelby I 64 26.2 0·21·90 X 
364 Jefferson I 264 0.1 6·90 
363 Jefferson I 64 5.5 1-90 
362 Jefferson I 64 0.5 1·90 
361 Jefferson KY 1932 1.5 12·89 
360 Jefferson I 264 0.5 12·89 
359 Jefferson I 264 19.5 10·89 
358 Jefferson I 264 17.5 10·89 
357 Jefferson I 64 11.5 10-89 
356 Jefferson I 71 0.0 10·89 
355 Jefferson I 71 0.5 9·89 
244 Franklin I 64 47.0 8·24·89 
241 Jefferson I 64 16.8 11-17-88 
242 Jefferson I 64 5.0 8·29·88 
243 Jefferson I 64 12.3 8·25·88 
222 Bullitt I 65 107.2 6·27·88 7·18·88 X 
205 Jefferson I 265 11.7 5·26·88 
228 Jefferson I 265 11.2 5-22-88 9-26-88 X 
221 Jefferson I 64 5.5 5-12-88 
249 Jefferson I 64 2.0 1-6-88 1-8-88 
248 Jefferson I 64 12.3 10-10-87 
247 Jefferson I 64 5.0 10-10-87 
174 Henry I 71 25.8 5-22-87 
175 Oldham I 71 24.3 5-22-87 
172 Jefferson I 64 5.4 4-20-87 
170 Shelby I 64 33.1 4-15-87 
167 Henry KY 146 5.3 11-7-86 4-3-87 X 
!58 Jefferson KY841 32.3 2-11-87 
!56 Jefferson I 64 9.2 2-11-87 
!55 Jefferson I 64-71 5.0 2-8-87 2-11-87 X 
!52 Henry I 71 25.7 1-11-87 1-21-87 X 
!57 Jefferson KY 841 27.1 1-9-87 2-1 1-87 X 
148 Jefferson KY 61 11.0 1-6-87 
147 Jefferson I 264 18.4 1-6-87 
149 Oldhwn I 71 22.5 12-5-86 1-6-87 X X 
146 Shelby I 64 24.2 1 1-24-86 
145 Jefferson I 64 0.5 11-14-88 
166 Henry KY I46 5.3 1 1-7-86 X 
144 Jefferson I 64 5.5 1 1-7-86 
138 Oldham I 71 22.7 7-8-86 7-17-86 X X 
135 Jefferson I 64 11.5 6-26-86 
130 Jefferson I 64 5.6 5-2-86 
161 Jefferson I 71 23.8 4-19-86 X 
121 Jefferson I 264 12.8 4-4-86 
120 Jefferson I 264 18.2 2-16-86 4-4-86 X 
125 Jefferson I 71 8.3 2-15-86 2-25-86 X X 
164 Jefferson I 64 5.5 2-8-86 4-86 X X 
127 Jefferson I 65 123.0 1-25-86 2-29-86 X X 
114 Oldham I 71 12.8 11-14-85 
113 Shelby I 64 25.5 I0-9-85 
3 3  
DISTRICT - 5 (continued) 
INFORMATION 
ACC. DATE OF DATE OF ACCIDENT REPAIR 
NO. COUN'IY ROUTE MILEPOINT ACCIDENT INSPECTION REPORT FORM 
Breakaway Cable Terminal 
(Type 4 Guardrail End I08 Jefferson US3IE 1.9 2-85 
Treatment) 107 Jefferson I 65 128.3 2-85 
I63 Jefferson I 65 128.3 1-18-85 X X 
128 Shelby I 64 37.1 11-25-84 2-4-86 X 
162 Jefferson I 65  I28.3 11-18-84 X 
106 Jefferson I 64 12.2 5-4-84 X 
105 Jefferson I 64 5.0 4-6-84 X 
28 Shelby I 64  34.0 11-19-83 12-83 X 
27 Shelby I 64 30.0 8-22-63 8-83 X 
104 Jefferson US 31W 2.0 4-16-83 X 
19 Jefferson I 65  128.3 4-83 
25 Jefferson US 42 5.5 2-22-83 
24 Jefferson US31E 1.9 1-20-83 2-63 X 
Breakaway Cable Terminal 
('l'ype 4 Guardrail End 23 Jefferson I 264 17.9 4-21-82 10-28-82 X X 
Treatment)(continued) 22 Jefferson I 71 4.0 9-3-82 10-21-83 X X 
20 Jefferson I 65 128.3 4-18-82 X 
17 Bullitt I 65 105.0 5-11-81 X 
21 Jefferson I 65 128.2 4-4-81 X 
16 Bullitt I 65 117.8 3-30-81 X 
18 Bullitt I 65 104.8 6-I6-30 X 
70 Bullitt I 65 117.8 5-30-76 X 
Modified Turn Down 
(Type 7 Guardrail End NO KNOWN GUARDRAIL COLLISIONS 
'l'rcatment) 
Median Breakaway Cable 
Terminal (Type 6 Guardrail 251 Shelby I 64 28.0 3-9-90 
End Treatment) 366 Jefferson KY 61 4.5 10-89 
367 Jefferson I 71 9.5 1 1-89 
368 Jefferson I 264 1.5 12-89 
369 Jefferson I 65  135.0 I-90 
171 Jefferson I 64  9.2 4-20-87 
139 Jefferson I 71 6.3 7-17-86 7-17-86 X 
I37 Jefferson I 64  14.4 3-30-86 7-I7-86 X 
122 Jefferson I 65  127.7 I-23-84 3-27-86 X 
269 Jefferson I 65 130.1 7-84 
14 Bullitt I 65 113.0 2-84 
15 Bullitt I 65 116.0 1-24-84 
26 Shelby I 64 29.0 12-12-83 
Crash Cushion Attenuating 
Terminal (CAT) NO KNOWN GUARDRAIL COLLISIONS 
(Type 8 Guardrail End 
Treatment or Crash 
Cushion 'Type DO 
34 
DISTRICT - 6 
INFORMATION 
ACC DATE OF DATE OF ACCIDENT REPAIR 
NO. COUNTY ROUTE MILEPOINT ACCIDENT INSPECTION REPORT FORM 
Breakaway Cable Terminal 
'l'reatment) 437 Boone K¥212 0.5 11-13-90 2-12-91 
(Typo 4 Guardrail End 438 Kenton I 75 187.7 2-12-91 
439 Kenton I 75 185.0 9-27-90 X 
385 Bracken KY 8 12.3 
384 Kenton KY 16 14.4 5-18-90 X X 
383 Kenton I 275 0.6 
382 Campbell KY 10 0.7 
381 Campbell KY9 14.9 
380 Campbell K¥ 1998 4.2 
379 Harrison US62 7.8 
378 Campbell KY 1998 4.0 2-3-90 X 
377 Campbell I 471 5.2 2-18-90 X 
376 Kenton KY16 14.7 
375 Kenton KY 1303 12.6 
374 Kenton KY 1829 1.4 10-31-89 2-12-91 X X 
373 Kenton I 275 0.8 12-5-89 X 
372 Grant I 75 145.8 12-15-89 
371 Kenton I 75 185.0 
370 Campbell US27 17.6 6-4-89 X X 
268 Kenton I 75 185.2 9-27-90 10-2-90 X 
260 Carroll I 71 41.5 4-22-90 5-3-90 X 
227 Boone I 75 172.2 8-30-88 9-20-88 X 
240 Kenton I 75 168.3 4-14-88 
238 Kenton I 75 169.1 11-4-87 
237 Grant I 75 160.8 10-17-87 10-21-87 X 
236 GrBllt I 75 150.6 7-12-87 7-14-87 X 
160 Kenton I 75 190.4 2-26-87 3-3-87 X 
153 Kenton I 75 184.8 1-26-87 
150 Boone I 75 180.1 12-17-86 1-8-87 X 
132 Kenton I 75 166.5 6-11-86 
202 Gallatin ! 71 54.4 4-20-86 6-25-87 X 
119 Boone I 75 170.3 4-14-86 5-7-86 X 
151 Kenton I 275 8!.1 9-14-85 9-29-86 X X 
159 Kenton I 75 185.0 I-15-85 2-13-87 X X 
38 Carroll I 71 43.0 2-26-84 3-2-84 X 
39 Kenton I 75 184.7 1-84 
37 Campbell I 275 74.8 2-4-84 2-6-84 X 
86 Boone I 275 !0.6 I-10-84 X 
46 Kenton I 275 0.0 7-83 
29 Boone I 75 !81.4 8-19-83 X 
45 Kenton I 275 82.5 7-83 
31 Boone I 75 181.4 5-7-83 5-12-83 X 
30 Boone I 75 175.8 5-6-83 X 
32 Boone I 75 175.4 4-5-83 X 
33 Boone I 75 !81.3 5-29-82 X 
47 Kenton I 275 79.0 1-9-83 X 
48 Kenton KY 1501 2.4 1-9-82 8-31-82 X 
34 Boone I 75 175.3 7-22-81 X 
35 
Modified Turn Down 
(Type 7 Guardrail End 
'l'rcatment) 
Median Breakaway Cable 
'l'crminal (Type 6 Guardrail 
End Treatment) 
Crash Cushion Attenuating 
Terminal (CAT) 
('l'ypc 8 Guardrail End 
Treatment or Crash 
Cushion Type lX) 
ACG. 
NO. 
387 
386 
239 
117 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
35 
DISTRICT - 6 
COUNTY !!Q!.ITlj; MILEPOINT 
Gallatin K¥ 1188 0.3 
Carroll KY36 4.6 
Boone I 75 180.1 
Kenton I 75 184.7 
Kenton I 75 184.5 
Kenton I 75 184.5 
Kenton I 75 I84.5 
Kenton I 75 184.5 
Kenton I 75 184.5 
Boone I 75 178.1 
NO KNOWN GUARDRAIL COLLISIONS 
36 
(continued) 
INFORMATION 
kh"'...moo IJAmOli' O{)GIIlEN:I: REP'\lR 
ACCIDENT INSPECTION REPORT FORM 
1-16-91 
12-19-89 X X 
11-28-87 12-28-87 X 
2-21-85 2-85 X X 
11-5-83 X 
11-18-82 11-16-82 X 
6-23-82 6-24-82 X 
4-3-82 X X 
2-82 X 
1-1-81 X 
DISTRICT - 7  
"CC 
NO. COUNTY ROUTE MILEPOINT 
Breakaway Cable Terminal 
('l'ype 4 Guardrail End 440 Woodford US60 0.9 
Treatment) 429 Fayette KY 4  7.0 
433 Madison I 75 85.1 
430 Woodford US60 7.1 
431 Madison I 75 91.8 
414 Fayette I 75 111.2 
415 Fayette I 75 114.5 
416 Fayette I 75 99.0 
417 Fayette KY 4  9.0 
418 Scott I 75 137.1 
419 Scott US 460 4.4 
420 Clark I 64 98.1 
421 Fayette KY 4  9.0 
275 Fayette I 64 84.3 
255 Fayette I75-I64 115.7 
235 Scott I 75 136.0 
206 Fayette KY 4  4.6 
213 Woodford US60 7.2 
212 Woodford US60 11.3 
231 Madison I 75 95.0 
233 Scott I 75 136.7 
232 Fayette I 75 116.2 
230 Madison I 75 91.4 
229 Madison I 75 93.0 
215 Woodford US60 2.0 
214 Woodford US60 7.2 
143 Woodford US60 2.7 
134 Madison I 75 89.1 
129 Fayette I 64 83.7 
126 Madison I 75 89.2 
112 Fayette KY 922 1.0 
140 Madison I 75 91.7 
109 Bourbon US27 4.0 
110 Woodford US60 11.3 
59 Woodford US60 11.7 
53 Fayette I 75 103.9 
49 Fayette 1 64  85.0 
57 Fayette KY 4  9.3 
54 Fayette I 75 116.1 
58 Madison I 75 90.0 
55 Fayette I 75 105.8 
50 Fayette I 64 84.9 
71 Fayette I 64  83.6 
Modified Turn Down 
(Type 7 Gunrdrail End 435 Fayette KY 1681 5.2 
Treatment) 413 Boyle us 150 3.4 
265 Clark Mtn Pkwy 7.3 
261 Clark Mtn Pkwy 8.0 
252 Clark Mtn Pkwy 6.5 
223 Clark KY 402 10.6 
209 Fayette US 421 6.4 
37 
DATE OF 
ACCIDENT 
2·I7-91 
1-2-91 
4-19-90 
11-22-89 
9-23-89 
6-7-89 
5-23-89 
4-1-89 
2-21·88 
10-18-88 
7-3-86 
5-31-86 
8-20-85 
5-19-85 
8-17-84 
4·21-84 
4-21-84 
12-7-82 
4-18-82 
3-30-82 
7·3·82 
8-2-81 
6-12-80 
1·21-79 
6-18-78 
1-12-91 
7-12-90 
3-23-90 
DATE OF 
INSPECTION 
2·20-91 
1-4-91 
1-3-90 
1-2-90 
12-7-90 
3-27-90 
1-5-90 
1-4-90 
9-29-89 
7-89 
6-14-89 
6-20-89 
4-89 
10-31-88 
8-2-88 
2-24-88 
1-14-88 
10-21-86 
7-9-86 
6-9-86 
2-5-88 
9-3-85 
5-23-85 
11-84 
4-26-84 
4-18-82 
2-21-91 
10-19-90 
5-23-90 
4-15-90 
12-2-68 
5-22-87 
INFORMATION 
ACCIDENT REPAIR 
REPORT FORM 
X 
X X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X X 
DISTRICT - 7  (continued) 
INFORMATION 
i\CC. DATE OF DATE OF •CCIDEN'r REP'\I.R 
NO. COUNTY ROUTE MILEPOINT ACCIDENT INSPECTION REPORT FORM 
Median Breakaway Cable 
'l'erminal ('l)rpe 6 Guardrail 422 Fayette I 64 87.9 
End 'l'reatment) 423 Fayette I 76 107.9 
424 Fayette US 26 8.2 
426 Madison I 75 77.6 
426 Woodford I 64 67.1 2-24-90 X 
427 Fayette KY4 6.9 
245 Montgomery I 64 I06.6 12-7-90 
412 Woodford I 64 66.0 I2-6-90 12-19-90 X 
260 Fayette I 64 83.0 I-I3-90 X 
226 Madison I 76 84.7 I-6-90 
207 Fayette KY4 4.6 1-4-90 X 
234 Scott I 76 131.1 1-2-90 
203 Anderson BG Pkwy 48.0 9-16-89 11-20-89 X X 
262 Clark Mtn Pkwy 3.5 6-9-88 X 
217 Clark Mtn Pkwy 3.6 2-4-88 
208 Fayette US88 3.1 11-10-87 
169 Fayette KY4 2.6 4-15-87 
166 Fayette KY4 6.3 3-31-87 
133 Fayette I 75 103.0 4-11-86 5-29-86 X 
124 Madison I 76 90.0 3-12-86 
154 Scott I 75 128.0 1-26-86 
131 Scott I 76 134.5 6-11-85 
116 Scott I 75 128.5 2- -85 
115 Fayette I 75 107.4 7-27-84 2- -85 X 
51 Fayette I 75 106.3 1-26-84 
52 Fayette I 75 110.0 10-30-83 X 
56 Fayette KY4 4.8 11-6-82 X X 
Crash'Cushion Attenuating 
Terminal (CAT) NO KNOWN GUARDRAIL COLLISIONS 
(Type--8 Guardrail End 
•rreatment or Crash 
Cushion 'J:Ype lX) 
38 
Breakaway Cable Terminal 
(Type 4 Guardrail End 
Modified Turn Down 
(Type 7 Guardrail End 
Treatment) 
Median Breakaway Cable 
Terminal (Type 6 Guardrail 
End Treatment) 
Crash Cushion Attenuating 
'rorminal (CAT) 
('l'ype 8 Guardrail End 
'I'reatrncnt or Crash 
Cushion Type DO 
Breakaway Cable Terminal 
,(Type 4 Guardrail End 
Treatment) 
Modified Turn Down 
(Type 7 Guardrail End 
Treatment) 
Median Breakaway Cable 
Terminal (Type 6 Guardrail 
End Treatment) 
Crash Cushion Attenuating 
'l'erminal (CAT) 
(Type 8 Guardrail End 
Treatment or Crash 
Cushion Type IX) 
ACC. 
NO. 
389 
388 
60 
61 
ACC. 
NO. 
390 
391 
392 
393 
394 
173 
395 
396 
397 
246 
398 
399 
DISTRICT - 8 
COUNTY RDUTE M!LEPOINT 
Clinton KY90 9.5 
Pulaski KY 1577 0.3 
McCreary KY92 17.6 
Rockcastle I 75 69.2 
NO KNOWN GUARDRAIL COLLISIONS 
NO KNOWN GUARDRAIL COLLISIONS 
NO KNOWN GUARDRAIL COLLISIONS 
DISTRICT - 9 
COUNTY RDUTE MILEPOINT 
Greenup US 23 2.1 
Carter KY 174 9.0 
Carter I 64 157.0 
Carter I 64 176.4 
Carter I 64 167.9 
Carter I 64 176.3 
Boyd US60 1.6 
Mason KY10 12.6 
Mason KY 10 12.6 
Boyd I 64 182.1 
Boyd I 64 182.0 
Greenup US23 19.6 
NO KNOWN GUARDRAIL COLLISIONS 
39 
INFORMATION 
DA'l'EOF DA'l'EOF ACQIIJEN!J' RERAJR 
ACCIDENT INSPECTION REPORT FORM 
9-15-90 
6-27-82 I2-14-83 X 
1-16-82 X 
INFORMATION 
DATE OF DATE OF ACCIDENT REPAIR 
ACCIDENT INSPECTION REPORT FORM 
8-2-90 X 
I989 
1988 
I988 
1987 
5-19-87 5-22-87 X 
4-1-90 X 
1988 
1988 
I2-20-89 
1988 
1988 
Breakaway Cable Terminal 
(Type 4 Guardrail End 
Tl'eatment) 
Modified Turn Down 
(Type 7 Guardrail End 
Treatment) 
Median Breakaway Cable 
Terminal (Type 6 Guardrail 
End Treatment) 
Crash Cushion Attenuating 
Terminal (CAT) 
(Type 8 Guardrail End 
Treatment or Crash 
Cushion Type IX) 
Breakaway Cable Terminal 
(Type 4 Guardrail End 
Treatment) 
Modified Turn Down 
(Type 7 Guardrail End 
Treatment) 
Median Breakaway Cable 
Terminal ('JYpe 6 Guardrail 
End Treatment) 
Crash Cushion Attenuating 
Terminal (CA'l') 
(Type 8 Guardrail End 
Treatment or Crash 
Cushion Type IX) 
DISTRICT - 10 
COUNTY 
400 Wolfe 
401 Wolfe 
224 Powell 
225 Powell 
216 Powell 
263 Powell 
Mtn Pkwy 
Mtn Pkwy 
Mtn Pkwy 
Mtn Pkwy 
Mtn Pkwy 
I 64 
MILEPOINT 
39.1 
41.4 
12.5 
13.2 
13.2 
26.0 
NO KNOWN GUARDRAIL COLLISIONS 
DISTRICT -
ACC. 
lli1 COUNTY ROUTE M!LEPOINT 
123 Knox US25E 7.2 
63 Hadan KY413 0.9 
66 Whitley 1 75 2.0 
67 Whitley 1 75 2.0 
62 Harlan us 119 18.7 
64 Wayne KY90 13.7 
NO KNOWN GUARDRAIL COLLISIONS 
65 Whitley 
68 Whitley 
69 Whitley 
I 75 
I 75 
I 75 
NO KNOWN GUARDRAIL COLLISIONS 
2.7 
6.4 
6.4 
40 
11 
INFORMATION 
QATE fW DATE QF ACCIDENT 
ACCIDENT INSPECTION REPORT 
5-11-82 
12-31-80 
10-26-89 
6-2-88 
4-9-87 
7-18-90 
REpAIR 
FORM 
INFORMATION 
DATE OF 
ACCIDENT 
3-8-86 
12-10-81 
7-1-81 
12-18-80 
9-27-80 
8-12-77 
9-22-82 
3-6-80 
12-16-79 
DATE OF 
INSPECTION 
3-12-86 
ACCIDENT 
REPORT 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
REPAIR 
FORM 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
DISTRICT - 12 
INFORMATION 
ACC DATEQF DATE OF ACCIDENT REpAIR 
NO. COUNTY ROUTE 1\:!JLEPOINT ACCIDENT INSPECTION REPORT FORM 
Breakaway Cable Terminal 
(Type 4 Guardrail End 402 Johnson US23 17.7 5-8-90 X X 
Treatment) 403 Lawrence US23 18.5 X 
404 Pike US23 28.2 X 
405 Pike US23 25.8 X 
406 Letcher us 119 21.4 X 
407 Knott KY SO  0.4 X 
408 Floyd KYSO 7.6 X 
409 Floyd US23 1.4 X 
411 Pike US23 30.4 X 
Modified Tum Down 
(Type 7 Guardrail End 410 Floyd KY114 7.6 2-11-91 X 
Treatment) 
Median Breakaway Cable 
Terminal (Type 6 Guardrail NO KNOWN GUARDRAIL COLLISIONS 
End Treatment) 
Crash Cushion Attenuating NO KNOWN GUARDRAIL COLLISIONS 
'ferminal (CAT) 
(Type 8 Guardrail End 
Treatment or Crash 
Cushion 'l)rpe IX) 
,Breakmaster Crash 428 Floyd US23 4.5 10-25-90 X 
,System 436 Floyd US23 
41 
Appendix B. Accidents by Referenced Number 
43 
ACC. 
TYPE NO. DIST. ffiUNTY 
MBGr 
MBGr 
MBGr 
BCT 
BCT 
1 
3 
4 
5 
6 
BC'l' 7 
MBGr 8 
BCT 9 
BCT 10 
BCT 11 
BCT 12 
BCT 13 
MBGr 14 
MBGr 15 
BCT 16 
BCT 17 
BCT 
ncr 
BCT 
BC'l' 
BC'l' 
ncr 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
BCT 24 
BC'l' 25 
MBGr 26 
BCT 27 
BCT 28 
BC'l' 
BCT 
BCT 
BCT 
BCT 
BCT 
BCT 
BCT 
BCT 
BC'l' 
BCT 
29 
30 
3 1  
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
MBGr 40 
MBC'r 4 1  
MBGr 42 
MBGr 43 
MBGr 44 
BCT 
BCT 
BCT 
45 
46 
47 
BCT 48 
BCT 49 
BCT 50 
MBCl' 51 
MBC'l' 52 
BCT 53 
BC'l' 54 
BCT 55 
MBcr 56 
BC'l' 57 
BCT 58 
BCT 59 
BCT 
BC'l' 
60 
61 
Livingston 
1 McCracken 
1 Marshall 
2 Christian 
2 Christian 
2 Christian 
2 Christian 
2 Henderson 
2 Hopkins 
3 Todd 
3 Todd 
3 Todd 
5 Bullitt 
5 Bullitt 
5 Bullitt 
5 Bullitt 
5 Bullitt 
5 Jefferson 
5 Jefferson 
5 Jefferson 
5 Jefferson 
5 Jefferson 
5 Jefferson 
5 Jefferson 
5 Shelby 
5 Shelby 
5 Shelby 
6 Boone 
6 Boone 
6 Boone 
6 Boone 
6 Boone 
6 Boone 
6 Boone 
6 Boone 
6 Campbell 
6 Carroll 
6 Kenton 
6 Kenton 
6 Kenton 
6 Kenton 
6 Kenton 
6 Kenton 
6 Kenton 
6 Kenton 
6 Kenton 
6 Kenton 
7 Fayette 
7 Fayette 
7 Fayette 
7 Fayette 
7 Fayette 
7 Fayette 
7 Fayette 
7 Fayette 
7 Fayette 
7 Madison 
7 Woodford 
8 McCremy 
8 Rockcastle 
ROUTE 
I 24 
I 24 
I 24 
I 24 
I 24 
I 24 
I 24 
Audubon Pkwy 
Pennyrile Pkwy 
US68 
US68 
US68 
I 65 
I 65 
I 65 
I 65 
I 65 
I 65 
I 65 
I 65 
I 71 
I 264 
US31E 
US42 
I 64 
I 64 
I 64 
I 75 
I 75 
I 75 
I 75 
I 75 
I 75 
I 75 
1 275 
I 275 
I 71 
I 75 
I 75 
I 75 
I 75 
I 75 
I 75 
I 275 
I 275 
I 275 
KY 1501 
I 64 
I 64 
I 75 
I 75 
I 75 
I 75 
I 75 
KY 4 
KY 4 
I 75 
us 60 
KY92 
I 75 
DATE OF DA'l'E OF 
MILF:POIN'r ACCIDENT lNSPEGriON 
30.9 
13.4 
27.7 
85.5 
85.6 
85,6 
85.9 
0.1 
44.1 
1.3 
3.6 
2.2 
113.0 
116.0 
117.8 
105.0 
104.8 
128.3 
128.3 
128.2 
4.0 
17.9 
1.9 
5.5 
29.0 
30.0 
34.0 
181.4 
175.8 
181.4 
175.4 
181.3 
175.3 
178.1 
10.6 
74.8 
43.0 
184.7 
184.5 
184.5 
184.5 
184.5 
184.5 
82.5 
0.0 
79.0 
2.4 
85.0 
84.9 
106.3 
110.0 
103.9 
116.1 
105.8 
4.8 
9.3 
90.0 
11.7 
17.6 
69.2 
12-19-80 
2-13-79 
11-9-80 
3-82 
7-28-81 
9-4-80 
6-18-77 
1-27-84 
1-31-80 
9-21-79 
1 1-29-78 
3-30-81 
5-11-81 
6-16-80 
4-18-82 
4-4-81 
9-3-82 
4-21-82 
1-20-83 
8-22-83 
11- 19-83 
8-19-83 
5-6-83 
5-7-83 
4-5-83 
5-29-82 
7-22-81 
1-1-81 
1-10-84 
2-4-84 
2-26-84 
1 1-5-83 
11-13-82 
6-23-82 
4-3-82 
2-82 
1-9-83 
1-9-82 
4-18-82 
1-21-79 
10-30-83 
12-7-82 
7-3-82 
6-12-80 
11-5-82 
3-30-82 
8-2-81 
4-21-84 
6-27-82 
1-16-82 
45 
1-12-84 
1-30-84 
2-84 
1-24-84 
4-83 
10-21-83 
10-28-82 
2-83 
2-22-83 
12-12-83 
8-83 
12-83 
5-12-83 
2-6-84 
3-2-84 
1-84 
11-16-82 
6-24-82 
7-83 
7-83 
8-31-82 
4-18-82 
1-26-84 
4-26-84 
12-14-83 
INFORMA1'ION 
ACCIDENT REP AIR 
REPORT 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
ACC. 
TYPE NO. DIST. CCUNTY 
BCT 62 1 1  Harlan 
BCT 63 
BCT 64 
MBC!' 65 
BCT 66 
BCT 67 
MBCI' 68 
MBC!' 69 
BCT 70 
BCT 7 1  
MBCT 101 
BCT 102 
BCT 103 
BCT 104 
BCT 105 
BCT 106 
BCT 107 
BCT 108 
BC'r 109 
BCT 110 
BCT 1 1 1  
BCT 112 
Bm' 113 
BC'l' 114 
MBCT 115 
MBCT 116 
MBCT 117 
I3C'l' 118 
BCT 119 
BCT 120 
BCT 121 
MBCT 122 
BCT 123 
MBCT 124 
BCl' 125 
BCT 126 
BCT 127 
BCT 128 
BCT 129 
BCT 130 
MBCT 131 
BCl' 132 
MBCl' 133 
BCT 134 
BCT 135 
MBCT 136 
MBC!' 137 
BCT 138 
MBCI' 139 
BCT 140 
MBCl' 141 
BCT 142 
BC'l' 143 
BCT 144 
BCT 145 
BCT 146 
BC'l' 147 
BCT 148 
BC'r 149 
BCT 150 
BCT 151 
11 Harlan 
11 Wayne 
1 1  Whitley 
1 1  Whitley 
1 1  Whitley 
1 1  Whitley 
1 1  Whitley 
5 Bullitt 
7 Fayette 
1 Livingston 
1 Marshall 
2 Christian 
5 Jefferson 
5 Jefferson 
5 Jefferson 
5 Jefferson 
5 Jefferson 
7 Bourbon 
7 Woodford 
2 Daviess 
7 Fayette 
5 Shelby 
5 Oldham 
7 Fayette 
7 Scott 
6 Kenton 
2 Christian 
6 Boone 
5 Jefferson 
5 Jefferson 
5 Jefferson 
1 1  Knox 
7 Madison 
5 Jefferson 
7 Madison 
5 Jefferson 
5 Shelby 
7 Fayette 
5 Jefferson 
7 Scott 
6 Kenton 
7 Fayette 
7 Madison 
5 Jefferson 
1 Lyon 
5 Jefferson 
5 Oldham 
5 Jefferson 
7 Madison 
1 McCracken 
1 Trigg 
7 Woodford 
5 Jefferson 
5 Jefferson 
5 Shelby 
5 Jefferson 
5 Jefferson 
5 Oldham 
6 Boone 
6 Kenton 
ROUTE 
us 119 
KY 413 
KY90 
I 75 
I 75 
I 75 
I 75 
I 75 
I 65 
I 64 
I 24 
Purchase Pkwy 
US41A 
US31W 
I 64 
I 64 
I 65 
US31E 
US27 
US60 
US 60 
KY922 
I 64 
I 71 
I 75 
I 75 
I 75 
US 4 1A 
I 75 
I 264 
I 264 
1 65 
US 25E 
I 75 
I 71 
I 75 
I 65 
I 64 
I 64 
I 64 
I 75 
I 75 
I 75 
I 75 
I 64 
I 24 
I 64 
I 71 
I 71 
I 75 
I 24 
1 24 
US60 
I 64 
I 64 
I 64 
I 264 
KY61 
I 71 
I 75 
I 275 
DATE OF DA'l'E OF 
MILEPOJN1' ACCIDENT INSPECTION 
18.7 9-27-80 
0.9 
13.7 
2.7 
2.0 
2.0 
6.4 
6.4 
117.8 
83.6 
30.7 
51.4 
7.8 
2.0 
5.0 
12.2 
128.3 
1.9 
4.0 
11.3 
46.6 
1.0 
25.5 
I2.8 
107.4 
128.5 
184.7 
10.1 
170.3 
18.2 
12.8 
127.7 
7.2 
90.0 
8.3 
89.2 
I23.0 
37.1 
83.7 
5.6 
134.5 
166.5 
103.0 
89.1 
11.5 
37.3 
14.4 
22.7 
6.3 
91.7 
15.0 
59.7 
2.7 
5.5 
0.5 
24.2 
18.4 
11.0 
22.5 
180.1 
81.1 
I2-10-81 
8-12-77 
9-22-82 
7-1-81 
12-18-80 
3-6-80 
12-16-79 
5-30-76 
6-18-78 
7-29-84 
6-4-84 
11-2-84 
4-16-83 
4-6-84 
5-4-84 
8-17-84 
4-21-84 
8-20-85 
7-27-84 
2-21-85 
3-I0-85 
4-14-86 
2-16-86 
1-23-84 
3-8-86 
2-15-86 
1-25-86 
11-25-84 
5-31-86 
4-1 1-86 
7-3-86 
3-30-86 
7-8-86 
7-17-86 
5-19-85 
8-29-82 
4-8-86 
I0-18-86 
12-5-86 
12-17-86 
9-14-85 
46 
11-84 
2-85 
2-85 
11-84 
2-85 
9-3-85 
10-9-85 
11-14-85 
2- -85 
2- -85 
2-85 
4-9-86 
5-7-86 
4-4-86 
4-4-86 
3-27-86 
3-12-86 
3-12-86 
2-25-86 
2-5-86 
2-29-86 
2-4-86 
6-9-86 
5-2-86 
6-11-85 
6-11-86 
5-29-86 
7-9-86 
6-26-86 
7-1 1-86 
7-17-86 
7-17-86 
7-17-86 
5-23-85 
9-4-86 
10-21-86 
11-7-86 
11- 14-86 
11-24-86 
1-6-87 
1-6-87 
1-6-87 
1-8-87 
9-29-86 
INFORMATION 
ACCIDENT 
REPORT 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
REPAIR 
FORM 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
ACC. 
TYPE NO. DIST. CCUN'IY 
BCT 152 5 Henry 
BCT !53 
BCT 155 
BCT 156 
BCT !57 
BCT 158 
BCT 159 
BCT 160 
BC'l' 161 
BCT 162 
BCT 163 
BCT 164 
MIJCT 165 
BCT 166 
BCT 167 
MBCT 168 
MBCT 169 
BC'l' 170 
MBC'l' 171 
BCT 172 
BCT 173 
BC'r 174 
BCT 175 
M'ID 200 
MBC'l' 201 
BCT 202 
MBCT 203 
BCT 204 
BCT 205 
BC'l' 206 
MBCT 207 
MBCT 208 
M'ID 209 
M'l'D 210 
Bm' 211 
BCT 212 
BCT 213 
BC'l' 214 
BCT 215 
M'ID 216 
MBCT 217 
BCT 218 
BCT 219 
BCT 220 
BCT 221 
IJCT 222 
M'ID 223 
MTD 224 
M'ID 225 
MBCT 226 
BCT 227 
IJCT 228 
BCT 229 
IJCT 230 
BCT 231 
BCT 232 
BCT 233 
MBCT 234 
BC'l' 235 
BCT 236 
6 Kenton 
5 
5 ,Jefferson 
5 Jefferson 
5 Jefferson 
6 Kenton 
6 Kenton 
5 Jefferson 
5 Jefferson 
5 Jefferson 
5 Jefferson 
7 Fayette 
5 Henry 
5 Henry 
1 Trigg 
7 Fayette 
5 Shelby 
5 Jefferson 
5 Jefferson 
9 Carter 
5 Henry 
5 Oldham 
2 Hopkins 
2 Hopkins 
6 Gallatin 
7 Anderson 
1 Marshall 
5 ,Jefferson 
7 Fayette 
7 Fayett.e 
7 Fayette 
7 Fayette 
4 Grayson 
4 Hardin 
7 Woodford 
7 Woodford 
7 Woodford 
7 Woodford 
10 Powell 
7 Clark 
4 Hardin 
4 Hardin 
3 Warren 
5 Jefferson 
5 Bullitt 
7 Clark 
10 Powell 
10 Powell 
7 Madison 
6 Boone 
5 Jefferson 
7 Madison 
7 Madison 
7 Madison 
7 Fayette 
7 Scott 
7 Scott 
7 Scott 
6 Grant 
Rml'rr� 
I 71 
I 75 
I 64-71 
I 64 
KY841 
KY 841 
I 75 
I 75 
I 71 
I 65 
I 65 
I 64 
KY 4 
KY 146 
KY 146 
I 24 
KY 4 
I 64 
I 64 
I 64 
I 64 
I 71 
I 71 
WK Pkwy 
Pennyrile Pkwy 
I 71 
BG Pkwy 
Purchase Pkwy 
I 265 
KY 4 
KY4 
US68 
US 421 
WK Pkwy 
WK Pkwy 
US60 
US60 
US60 
US 60 
Mtn Pkwy 
Mtn Pkwy 
I 65 
I 65 
I 65 
I 64 
I 65 
KY 402 
Mln Pkwy 
Mtn Pkwy 
I 75 
I 75 
I 265 
I 75 
I 75 
I 75 
I 75 
I 75 
I 75 
I 75 
I 75 
DA'l'E DF 
MILEPOINT ACCIDENT 
25.7 1-11-87 
184.8 
5.0 
9.2 
27.1 
32.3 
185.0 
190,4 
23.8 
128.3 
128.3 
5.5 
6.3 
5.3 
5.3 
66.4 
2.6 
33.1 
9.2 
5.4 
176.3 
25.8 
24.3 
40.5 
37.1 
54.4 
48.0 
51.4 
11.7 
4.6 
4.6 
3.1 
6.4 
117.5 
125.8 
11.3 
7.2 
7.2 
2.0 
13.2 
3.5 
93.0 
91.2 
17.1 
5.5 
107.2 
10.6 
12.5 
13.2 
84.7 
172.2 
11.2 
93.0 
91.4 
95.0 
116.2 
136.7 
131.1 
136.0 
150.6 
2-8-87 
1-9-87 
1-15-85 
2-26-87 
4-19-86 
11-18-84 
1-18-85 
2-8-86 
1 1-7-86 
11-7-86 
5-19-87 
3-12-90 
1-3-88 
4-20-86 
9-16-89 
8-27-89 
9-4-87 
9-23-89 
2-21-88 
11-26-88 
2-5-89 
6-27-88 
8-30-88 
5-22-88 
6-7-89 
4-1-89 
5-23-89 
7-12-87 
47 
DATE OF 
INSPECTION 
1-21-87 
1-26-87 
2-11-87 
2-11-87 
2-11-87 
2-11-87 
2-13-87 
3-3-87 
4-86 
3-31-87 
4-3-87 
4-6-87 
4-15-87 
4-15-87 
4-20-87 
4-20-87 
5-22-87 
5-22-87 
5-22-87 
3-13-90 
1-11-88 
6-25-87 
11-20-89 
6-29-89 
5-26-88 
1-4-90 
1-4-90 
1 1-10-87 
5-22-87 
9-2-89 
9-30-87 
7-89 
9-29-89 
1-14-88 
2-24-88 
4-9-87 
2-4-88 
11-30-88 
12-13-88 
3-1-89 
5-12-88 
7-18-88 
12-2-88 
10-26-89 
6-2-88 
1-5-90 
9-20-88 
9-26-88 
8-2-88 
10-31-88 
6-14-89 
4-89 
6-20-89 
1-2-90 
1-5-90 
7-14-87 
INFORMATION 
ACCIDENT REPAJR 
REPORT 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
ACC. 
TYPE NO. DIST. COUN1'Y 
BCT 237 
BCT 238 
MBCT 239 
BCT 240 
BCT 241 
BCT 242 
BCT 243 
BCT 244 
MBCT 245 
MBCT 246 
BCT 247 
BCT 248 
BCT 249 
MBCJ' 250 
MBCT 251 
MTD 252 
Mm 253 
MTD 254 
BCT 255 
BCT 256 
MTD 257 
MBCT 258 
MTD 259 
BCT 260 
MTD 261 
MBCI' 262 
MBCI' 263 
BCT 264 
MTD 265 
BC'l' 266 
BOT 267 
BCT 268 
MllCI' 269 
MTD 270 
BCT 271 
MTD 272 
MTD 273 
M'l'D 274 
BCT 275 
MBCJ' 276 
MTD 277 
IlCT 278 
BCT 279 
BCT 280 
M'l'D 281 
MTD 282 
IlCT 283 
BCT 284 
BCT 285 
BCT 286 
BCT 287 
BCT 288 
BCT 289 
IlCT 290 
IlCT 291 
BCT 292 
BCT 293 
IlC1' 294 
BCT 295 
BCT 296 
MTD 297 
6 Grant 
6 Kenton 
6 Boone 
6 Kenton 
5 Jefferson 
5 Jefferson 
5 Jefferson 
5 Franklin 
7 Montgomery 
9 Boyd 
5 Jefferson 
5 Jefferson 
5 Jefferson 
7 Fayette 
5 Shelby 
7 Clark 
2 Ohio 
2 Ohio 
7 Fayette 
2 Christian 
2 Caldwell 
2 Christian 
2 Henderson 
6 Carroll 
7 Clark 
7 Clark 
10 Powell 
5 Jefferson 
7 Clark 
5 .Jefferson 
5 Jefferson 
6 Kenton 
5 Jefferson 
2 Daviess 
2 Hopkins 
2 Hopkins 
2 Hopkins 
4 Hardin 
7 Fayette 
1 Lyon 
2 Ohio 
2 Christian 
2 Christian 
2 Christian 
2 Henderson 
2 Muhlenberg 
3 Todd 
3 Warren 
4 Hardin 
4 Hardin 
4 Hardin 
4 Hardin 
4 Hardin 
4 Hart 
4 Hart 
4 Larue 
4 Taylor 
4 Taylor 
4 Washington 
4 Washington 
4 Grayson 
ROUTE 
I 75 
I 75 
I 75 
I 75 
I 64 
I 64 
I 64 
I 64 
I 64 
I 64 
I 64 
I 64 
I 64 
I 64 
I 64 
Mtn Pkwy 
WKPkwy 
WK Pkwy 
I75-I64 
US41 
KY91 
I 24 
KY I36 
I 71 
Mtn Pkwy 
Mtn Pkwy 
I 64 
I 64 
Mtn Pkwy 
I 64 
I 64 
I 75 
I 65 
US60 
US41a 
Pennyrile Pkwy 
Pennyrile Pkwy 
WK Pkwy 
I 64 
I 24 
WK Pkwy 
I 24 
us 68 
US41A 
US41 
us 431 
US68 
I 65 
I 65 
I 65 
I 65 
I 65 
WK Pkwy 
I 65 
I 65 
I 65 
KY210 
KY 323 
us 150 
us 150 
WKPkwy 
DATE OF DATE OF 
MILEPOIN'J' ACCIDENT INSPECTION 
160.8 
169.1 
180.1 
168.3 
16.8 
5.0 
12.3 
47.0 
105.6 
182.1 
5.0 
12.3 
2.0 
83.0 
28.0 
6.5 
81.0 
73.6 
115.7 
15.0 
8.0 
91.6 
21.2 
41.5 
8.0 
3.5 
26.0 
7.6 
6.5 
12.3 
22.5 
185.2 
130.1 
16.5 
21.0 
37.1 
37.1 
129.0 
84.3 
31.3 
81.0 
73.5 
1.8 
8.2 
18.7 
6.3 
1.4 
19.0 
93.0 
84.8 
91.7 
99.6 
128.7 
68.1 
57.6 
9.5 
12.2 
8.1 
15.2 
4.9 
117.0 
10-17-87 
11-28-87 
1-6-88 
3-23-90 
6-24-87 
2-7-89 
1 1-14-89 
11-16-89 
6-26-89 
4-22-90 
6-9-88 
5-12-90 
9-27-90 
9-30-86 
3-17-86 
11- 13-90 
4-12-90 
1-20-90 
8-26-90 
7-25-89 
12-30-89 
1-25-90 
10-22-89 
8-15-89 
3-4-87 
11- 13-88 
12-28-88 
6-9-89 
4-30-88 
5-14-90 
5-13-88 
3-25-89 
48 
10-21-87 
1 1 -4-87 
12-26-87 
4-14-88 
11-17-88 
8-29-88 
8-25-88 
8-24-89 
12-7-90 
12-20-89 
10-10-87 
10-10-87 
1-8-88 
1- 13-90 
3-9-90 
4-15-90 
6-5-88 
7-23-87 
3-27-90 
4-5-90 
4-5-90 
1-18-90 
5-3-90 
5-23-90 
7-18-90 
7-31-90 
9-11-90 
9-25-90 
9-26-90 
10-2-90 
7-84 
5-14-91 
11-25-90 
11-25-90 
11-25-90 
12-7-90 
11-19-87 
1-24-91 
1-24-91 
1-24-91 
1-24-91 
1-24-9I 
1-24-91 
5-22-89 
INFORMATION 
ACCIDENT 
REPORT 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
REPAIR 
FORM 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
ACC. 
TYPE NO. DIST. COUNTY 
MTD 298 4 Grayson 
M'ID 299 
CAT 300 
CAT 301 
CAT 302 
CAT 303 
CAT 304 
CAT 305 
CAT 306 
CA'l' 307 
CAT 308 
CAT 309 
CAT 310 
CA'l' 311 
M'l'D 350 
M'l'D 351 
M'ID 352 
M'ID 353 
MTD 354 
BOT 355 
BC'l' 356 
BCT 357 
BCT 358 
BOT 359 
BCT 360 
BCT 361 
BC'f 362 
BCT 363 
BC'l' 364 
BC'l' 365 
MBC'f 366 
MBC'f 367 
MBC'f 368 
MBC'l' 369 
BCT 370 
BCT 371 
BC'l' 372 
BCT 373 
nm 374 
BCT 375 
BCT 376 
BC'l' 377 
BCT 378 
BCT 379 
Bm 380 
sm 381 
BCT 382 
BC'l' 383 
BCT 384 
BOT 385 
M1'D 386 
M'ID 387 
BCT 388 
BC'l' 389 
BCT 390 
BCT 391 
BCT 392 
BCT 393 
Bm 394 
M'ID 395 
M'rD 396 
4 Green 
2 Muhlenberg 
2 Muhlenberg 
2 Muhlenberg 
2 Muhlenberg 
2 Ohio 
4 Hardin 
2 Ohio 
2 Muhlenberg 
2 Muhlenberg 
2 Ohio 
4 Hardin 
2 Hopkins 
4 Marion 
4 Meade 
4 Nelson 
4 Nelson 
4 Taylor 
5 Jefferson 
5 Jefferson 
5 Jefferson 
5 Jefferson 
5 .Jefferson 
5 Jefferson 
5 Jefferson 
5 Jefferson 
5 Jefferson 
5 Jefferson 
5 Jefferson 
5 Jefferson 
5 Jefferson 
5 Jefferson 
5 Jefferson 
6 Campbell 
6 Kenton 
6 Grant 
6 Kenton 
6 Kenton 
6 Kenton 
6 Kenton 
6 Campbell 
6 Campbell 
6 Harrison 
6 Campbell 
6 Campbell 
6 Campbell 
6 Kenton 
6 Kenton 
6 Bracken 
6 Carroll 
6 Gallatin 
8 Pulaski 
8 Clinton 
9 Greenup 
9 Carter 
9 Carter 
9 Carter 
9 Carter 
9 Boyd 
9 Mason 
ROUTE 
WK Pkwy 
US68 
WK Pkwy 
WK Pkwy 
WK Pkwy 
WK Pkwy 
WK Pkwy 
WK Pkwy 
WK Pkwy 
WK Pkwy 
WK Pkwy 
WKPkwy 
WK Pkwy 
WK Pkwy 
KY49 
KY 868 
KY52 
BG Pkwy 
KY 3212 
I 71 
I 71 
I 64 
I 264 
I 264 
I 264 
KY 1932 
I 64 
I 64 
I 264 
I 65 
KY61 
I 71 
I 264 
I 65 
US27 
I 75 
I 75 
I 275 
KY 1829 
KY 1303 
KY 16 
I 471 
KY 1998 
US62 
KY 1998 
KY9 
KY 10 
I 275 
KY 16 
KY8 
KY 36 
KY 1188 
KY 1577 
KY90 
US23 
KY 174 
I 64 
[ 64 
I 64 
US 60 
KY 10 
DA'l'E OF 
MILEPOINT ACCIDEN1' 
117.0 6-23-90 
11.7 2-22-90 
43.4 
43.4 5-28-90 
43.4 7-21-90 
43.4 9-21-90 
77.7 8-18-89 
129.0 
65.7 10-9-90 
43.4 
43.4 
83.8 
132.6 
36.9 
10.8 
0.2 
12.0 
12.0 
0.1 
0.5 
0.0 
11.5 
17.5 
19.5 
0.5 
1.5 
0.5 
5.5 
0.1 
0.1 
4.5 
9.5 
1.5 
135.0 
17.6 
185.0 
145.8 
0.8 
1.4 
12.6 
14.7 
5.2 
4.0 
7.8 
4.2 
14.9 
0.7 
0.6 
14.4 
12.3 
4.6 
0.3 
0.3 
9.5 
2.1 
9.0 
157.0 
176.4 
167.9 
1.6 
1.2.6 
12-21-90 
12-30-90 
12-24-90 
3-15-91 
3-30-91 
2-2-90 
3-18-90 
8-19-89 
3-28-90 
9-89 
10-89 
10-89 
10-89 
10-89 
12-89 
12-89 
1-90 
1-90 
6-90 
6-15-90 
10-89 
1!-89 
12-89 
1-90 
6-4-89 
12-15-89 
12-5-89 
10-31-89 
2-18-90 
2-3-90 
5-18-90 
12-19-89 
9-15-90 
8-2-90 
1989 
1988 
1988 
1987 
4-1-90 
1988 
4 9  
DATE OF 
INSPECTION 
3-13-90 
6-3-90 
7-25-90 
10-4-90 
10-5-89 
2-21-90 
1 1-90 
12-25-90 
1-20-91 
1-20-91 
3-29-91 
4-24-91 
1-24-91 
2-12-91 
1-16-91 
4-1-90 
INFORMATION 
ACCIDENT 
REPORT 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
REPAIR 
FORM 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
M'l'D 397 9 Mason 
ACC. 
TYPE NO. DIST. COUNTY 
MBC'f 
MBGr 399 
BOT 400 
BC'r 401 
BOT 402 
BOT 403 
BOT 404 
BOT 405 
BOT 406 
BOT 407 
BOT 408 
BOT 409 
M'l'D 410 
BOT 411 
MBCT 412 
M'l'D 413 
BOT 414 
BOT 415 
BOT 416 
BOT 417 
BOT 418 
BOT 419 
BOT 420 
BOT 421 
MBCT 422 
MBC'r 423 
MBCT 424 
MBGr 425 
MBCT 426 
MBCT 427 
BM 428 
BC'r 429 
BOT 430 
BOT 431 
BOT 432 
BOT 433 
BOT 434 
MTD 435 
BM 436 
BC'r 437 
BCT 438 
BOT 439 
BOT 440 
9 Greenup 
10 Wolfe 
10 Wolfe 
12 Johnson 
12 Lawrence 
12 Pike 
12 Pike 
12 Letcher 
12 Knott 
12 Floyd 
12 Floyd 
12 Floyd 
12 Pike 
7 Woodford 
7 Boyle 
7 Fayette 
7 Fayette 
7 Fayette 
7 Fayette 
7 Scott 
7 Scott 
7 Clark 
7 Fayette 
7 Fayette 
7 Fayette 
7 Fayette 
7 Madison 
7 Woodford 
7 Fayette 
12 Floyd 
7 Fayette 
7 Woodford 
7 Madison 
5 Shelby 
7 Madison 
5 Shelby 
7 Fayette 
12 Floyd 
6 Boone 
6 Kenton 
6 Kenton 
7 Woodford 
K¥10 
ROUTE 
US23 
Mtn Pkwy 
Mtn Pkwy 
US23 
US23 
US23 
US23 
us 119 
KY80 
K¥80 
US23 
K¥114 
US23 
I 64 
us 150 
I 75 
I 75 
I 75 
K¥ 4 
I 75 
US 460 
I 64 
K¥4 
I 64 
I 75 
US25 
I 75 
I 64 
K¥4 
US23 
K¥ 4 
US60 
I 75 
I 64 
I 75 
I 64 
KY 1681 
US23 
K¥212 
I 75 
I 75 
US60 
12.6 1988 
DATE OF DATE OF 
MTLEPOIN'r ACCIDENT INSPECTION 
19.6 
39.1 
41.4 
17.7 
18.5 
28.2 
25.8 
21.4 
0.4 
7.6 
1.4 
7.6 
30.4 
65.0 
3.4 
111.2 
114.5 
99.0 
9.0 
137.1 
4.4 
98.1 
9.0 
87.9 
107.5 
8.2 
77.5 
67.1 
5.9 
4.5 
7.0 
7.1 
91.8 
29.9 
85.1 
26.2 
5.2 
0.5 
187.7 
185.0 
0.9 
1988 
5·1 1·82 
12-31-80 
5-8-90 
12-5-90 
7-12-90 
11-22-89 
2-24-90 
10-25-90 
1-2-91 
10-20-90 
4-19-90 
5-21-90 
1-12-91 
11- 13-90 
2-17-91 
5 0  
2-11-91 
12-19-90 
7-31-90 
2-11-91 
1-4-91 
1-3-90 
1-2-90 
10-30-90 
2-1-91 
2-12·91 
2-12-91 
2-20-91 
INFORMATION 
ACCIDENT 
REPORT 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
REPAIR 
FORM 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
Appendix C. Description of Accidents Involving the 
Type 7 End Treatment 
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Number 
200 
209 
210 
216 
223 
224 
225 
252 
253 
Description of Accidents Involving the Type 7 End Treatment 
Description 
A full-size pickup truck hit the end of rail and broke both breakaway posts and 
pushed the rail down up to the first wooden post. The pickup then rebounded into 
the road and continued 480 feet to its final rest position. Its impact speed was 
estimated to be about 70 mph. No injuries were reported. 
An unknown vehicle hit the end of the rail and broke both breakaway posts and 
pushed the rail to the ground past the first wooden posts. There was evidence that 
the vehicle remained on the rail for up to 150 feet past the start of the rail. No 
accident report was found. No debris from the vehicle was located at the scene. 
A combination truck hit the end of the rail and knocked down about 125 feet of rail 
before sideswiping a shoulder bridge pier. The driver sustained an incapacitating 
injury. 
An unknown vehicle hit the end of the rail and broke the first breakaway post and 
pushed the rail to the ground to the first post. There was evidence that the vehicle 
was on the rail for about 150 feet before going back onto the road. The distance 
from impact to the final rest position in the median was about 379 feet indicating a 
high-speed impact of approximately 60 mph. No accident report was located. 
An unknown vehicle hit the end of the rail and broke both breakaway posts and 
pushed the rail down up to the first wooden post. The vehicle then appeared to 
have travelled behind the rail. No accident report was located. 
An unknown vehicle hit the end of the rail and broke the first breakaway post and 
pushed the rail down. The vehicle then travelled about 130 feet behind the rail. No 
accident report was located. 
An unknown vehicle hit the end of the rail and broke the first breakaway post with 
the guardrail pulled away from the second post. The guardrail was pushed to the 
ground over the first 15 feet. The vehicle appeared to have climbed onto the rail 
and continued for approximately 50 to 7 5 feet before going back onto the road. No 
accident report was located. 
A small pickup truck hit the end of the rail and broke the first breakaway post and 
pushed the rail to the ground to the first post. The vehicle travelled on the rail 
about 128 feet before striking one of the posts and causing it to start to roll. The 
vehicle travelled about 140 feet after leaving the guardrail to its final rest position. 
The driver sustained a non-incapacitating injury. 
The damage to the guardrail indicates that a large truck hit the end of the 
guardrail and pushed down about 250 feet of guardrail before stopping. The 
evidence indicates the vehicle came to a final rest on the back side of the guardrail. 
No accident report could be located. 
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254 
257 
259 
261 
265 
270 
272 
273 
274 
277 
281 
A large automobile hit the end of the rail and travelled slightly over 100 feet on 
top of the rail before coming back onto the road. Both breakaway posts were 
broken with the guardrail separated from several posts and pushed down. The 
vehicle travelled about 350 feet from impact to final rest indicating an impact 
speed of 60 to 65 mph. A front tire blew causing loss of control with impact at a 
shallow angle. No injuries were reported. 
A full-size pickup truck lost control on a two-lane road and slid across the opposing 
lane and hit the end of the rail. The vehicle spun around hitting the end of the rail 
with the rear of the pickup and went on top of the rail damaging about 30 feet of 
guardrail. No injuries were reported. 
A compact automobile hit the end-treatment between the first and second post 
causing no damage to the post with some damage to the second rail. The vehicle 
stopped at impact. Two possible injuries were reported. 
An unknown vehicle hit the end of the rail and travelled along the top of the rail 
for over 100 feet past the breakaway section. Both breakaway posts were broken. 
No accident report was located. 
An unknown vehicle hit the end of the rail (initial impact about six feet from the 
end) and went on top of the rail breaking the first post. The vehicle then went back 
onto the road. No accident report was located. 
An automobile of unknown size hit the end of the rail, broke the first post, and 
damaged three sections of guardrail before starting to roll. The final rest position 
of the vehicle was behind the guardrail about 100 feet past the start of the 
guardrail indicating an impact speed of about 35 mph. Two incapacitating injuries 
were reported. 
A full-size pickup truck hit near the end of rail and travelled over the rail with no 
damage to either breakaway post. The end section of rail was pushed down 
slightly. The end of the rail was offset several feet from the line of guardrail. No 
injuries were reported. 
An unknown vehicle was reported to have broken through the end treatment. No 
accident report was located. 
An unknown vehicle hit the end treatment near the first wooden post. This post 
was broken as the vehicle then went on top of the guardrail. The second post was 
not broken but the next ten posts were broken as the vehicle travelled down the 
rail. No accident report has been located. 
A large automobile hit the end of the rail and travelled 78 feet on top of the 
guardrail before coming off the rail and stopping in the emergency lane. The 
driver's estimated speed was 60 to 70 mph when he fell asleep and hit the rail. A 
non-incapacitating injury was reported. 
An unknown vehicle hit the end treatment resulting in damage to two rails and 
one wood post. No accident report was located. 
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282 
297 
298 
299 
350 
351 
352 
353 
354 
386 
387 
395 
A combination truck hit a section of guardrail and pushed down about 20 steel 
posts before hitting the end treatment which was placed on the downstream end on 
a two-lane road. Both breakaway posts were broken. No injuries were reported. 
An unknown vehicle hit the guardrail end treatment breaking one of the 
breakaway posts as well as four other wood posts. Two sections of guardrail were 
replaced. The damage indicates the vehicle travelled onto the top of the rail. No 
accident report was located. 
A combination truck hit the end of the rail, breaking both breakaway posts as well 
as several wood posts past the end treatment. The truck continued through the 
guardrail down an embankment. No injuries were reported. 
A large automobile hit the end treatment, breaking both wood posts and damaging 
four metal posts. The vehicle then rolled over behind the rail. No injuries were 
reported. 
A large pickup truck hit the end treatment, breaking one wood post and damaging 
two metal posts. The vehicle then rolled over behind the rail. Three injuries were 
reported. 
A large automobile hit the end treatment, breaking both wood posts and damaging 
one metal post. The vehicle then flipped on its top in the roadway. The estimated 
speed was 30 to 40 mph. Two possible injuries were reported. 
A large automobile slid across a two-lane road in the downstream end of guardrail. 
Both breakaway posts were broken. Two incapacitating injuries were reported. 
A small automobile hit the end of the rail, broke both breakaway posts, and 
travelled on top of the rail to its final rest position. The vehicle travelled about 225 
feet on the rail before stopping. The speed estimate was 55 to 60 mph. No injuries 
were reported. 
A Type 7 end treatment was damaged and replaced with a different end treatment. 
No accident report was located. 
A small pickup truck slid across a two-lane road and hit the downstream end of a 
guardrail. The vehicle broke through the end treatment and travelled another 17 
feet before coming to rest against a wire fence. The estimated speed at the point of 
loss of control was 35 to 45 mph with the vehicle travelling about 1 10 feet before 
hitting the guardrail. No injuries were reported. 
An unknown vehicle travelled across the opposing lane of a two-lane road and hit 
the downstream end of a guardrail. The vehicle broke through the end treatment. 
No accident report was located. 
A large automobile hit the end of the rail and travelled about 60 feet on top of the 
rail before coming to its final rest position on the rail. The estimated speed was 30 
to 40 mph. No injuries were reported. 
55 
396 
397 
410 
413 
435 
An impact to a Type 7 end treatment was reported but no information has been 
located. 
An impact to a Type 7 end treatment was reported but no information has been 
located. 
An unknown vehicle hit the end of the rail and continued on the rail past the end 
treatment. No accident report was located. 
A large automobile slid into the end of the rail and spun around to its final rest 
position behind the guardrail. Two injuries were reported. 
A large automobile hit the end of the rail and travelled onto the guardrail. Both 
breakaway posts were broken. The final rest position of the vehicle was on the rail. 
Two incapacitating injuries were reported. 
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SAIC to compete tor ns Business 
T R A F F I C  W O R L D  S T A F F  
combi n e s  2 subsidiaries to form new company 
R m a i o r  technology developer is W positioning itself to compete in the 
commercial market for intelligent 
tr:.msportation systems. 
Science Applications International 
Corp. announced Oct. 14 it has combined 
t\\'0 of its subsidiaries, JHK & Associates 
and Syntonic Transportation, into one 
\\·hoHy owned subsidiary that will be part 
of SAIC's transportation division. The 
new SAIC company, still unnamed, will be 
hc�1dquartered in Harrisburg, Pa. 
Headquartered in McLean, Va., the 
employee-owned SAIC develops technol­
l1:::Y systems for a range of industries and 
SLWernment agencies. With revenue o f  
5 2 . 2  bi!Uon annually, t h e  comp any 
employs 22,000 p eo p le in 3 5 0  offices 
\\\1rldwide. 
The announcement follows the 
appointment of Gene Bergoffen, the for­
mer president of the �ational Private 
Truck Council. to become SAIC's vice 
president of corporate development for 
motor and commercial Yehicle systems. 
With the creation o f  this new compa­
ny, SAIC is drawing a bead on Lockheed 
.\l[artin L.VlS, the compan�· which supplies 
the software to the prh·atdy run HELP 
Inc., an automated \\·eigh station clearance 
program for carriers. 
SAIC developed the software for the 
Advant<.lge automated ,,·eigh station pro­
gram tOr motor 'arrias now operating 
along the I-75 l.:'orridor. 
An experimental pro_iect developed 
under the banner of the Fed.eral Highway 
Administration's InteHigent Transporta-
Oao/Jt'r 1 / .  1 996 . tlilffic\\"OHL .. D • 23 
roug gov rnmen 
and industry 'ontributions. 
Advantilge will lose its public funding 
at the end of this year, when it is scheduled 
to lose its status as an FHWA research pro­
ject and be spun off to the private sector 
to operate. 
At that point Advantage most likelv will 
adopt a "pay for pass" scheme tha� will 
charge participating carriers a fee each 
time they use the service, said Goldstein, · 
the manager of SA.IC's transportation divi­
sion, who will oversee the new company. 
Common pricing policy 
I t was just such a svstem that sent many carriers, most notablv Cnited 
Parcel Service. bolting from HELP Inc. 
more than a veJ.r J.go . .SAIC's adootion of 
the approach. would help to cem;nt "pay 
tOr pass" as the common pricing policy 
among states that elect to hand over their 
ITS commercial vehicle projects to the pri­
vate sector. 
It also sets up SAIC to go head to head 
with Lockheed. Goldstein said that goal is 
a principle reason behind the decision to 
create the new company. 
For marketing purposes, the wmpany 
will be divided into four sectors. three 
dealing with C.S. regions and one for 
international business. 
"Over the vears, states and local crov­
ernments will rlnd it more cost-effecti:C to 
contract out the running of these traffic 
operations," Goldstein said. For that rea­
son the new company will marRt a ranoe 
o f  ITS services, such as Jutomated dea�­
;J.nce, traffic management ..:enters and 
(Ommunicarions, to carriers Jnd ..:om­
routers. 
Goldstein dis..:ounted suggestions that 
SAIC. with its track record of ae;.lting 
.:otnplex technology systems tOr the mill� 
t:J.ry, is looking to intlict such systems on 
transportatinn in the wake of government 
c u t backs. ''The reason we Jedded to 
a..:quirc these ..:ompanies { JH"K & .-\ssoci­
ates and Synto n i c )  was to est.tblish ;.In 
..:xperit:lKt:d tr;.msportation practi..:e that 
knows what the customer needs. \\'e diJ­
n·t W<lllt rn �rO\v it in�ernall:·," he s;.lid. 
- by Ami Saccomano 
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